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THE EQUALITY OF GREEK WITH FRENCH AND GERMAN-
A REPLY.

BY W. H. FRASER, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

(Continuedfrom April lVumber.)

IN the last issue of this magazine
1 my reply to Professor Hutton was
entirely devoted to the discussion of
matters which he proposed not to dis-
cuss, but which were, in fact, referredto by him at considerable length in
the article in question. Paradoxical
as it may seern, this second half ofmy reply will be chiefly devoted tothe -discussion of matters which heproposed to discuss in his article,while failing to do so.

2. The curriculum of the Univers- 1ity of Toronto and the comparative
ldifficulty of Greek, French, German.

A statement of the scope and objectof the Greek, French, and German
courses respectively, laid down in the..curriculum would seem to be an essen--tial preliminary to any discussion
mnder this head. Instead ofgiving us

-this indispensable definition of the
iquestion, Professor Flutton has as-
3serted that a certain undefined quan-
tity called Greek:is much greater than

neither of two other equally undefined
-quantities, called French .and Ger-
.. an,;and,iwithout more iado, >he ,has

1

hastened triumphantly, though illogi-
cally, to the conclusion that pass Greek
is or should be equal to pass French
plus pass German in the University ofToronto. In order that the discus-
sion may proceed intelligibly, Ihasten to supply his omission.

The curriculum of 1890-95 shows
that the scope of the pass Greek
course of four years is, (a) the trans-jlation into English of certain texts.
(b) sight translation of easy Greek
(witb the help of vocabularies), (c)
Greek prose involving a knowledgeof Abbott's Arno1d's Exercise Book
(or its equivalent>.

The scope of the pass French
course is, (a) translation of certain
texts into English, (b) siglht translation
of modern French (without vocabu-
laries), (c) translation of English into
French, (d) composition in French,
(e) dictation, (f) outlines of historyof literature. The German course tisparale, but omits original composi-
tion. Grammar is required in both,
as also in Greek.

To give my readers .a still clearer
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idea of what Professor Hutton's
equation of Greek = French + Ger-
man means in the curriculum, I shall
put down the fourth year work by wvay
of example:-

(a) In Greek: Texts, Meno, Ion;
grammar ; easy sight translation (with
vocabularies) ; English into Greek
prose (as in Abbott's Arnold's or its
equivalent).

(b) In French: Texts, Zaïre, Le
Barbier de Séville, Atala, Émaux et
Camées, Hernani, Eugénie Grandet;
grammar; composition in French ;
dictation ; translation of English into
French ; sight modern French (with-
out vocabularies); history of litera-
ture of the i8th and 19th centuries.

(c) In German: Texts, Wallenstein,
Heine's Prosa (selections), Wilden-
bruch's Neue Novellen, Faust, pt. I.;
grammar; translation of English into
German; sight modern German into
English (without vocabularies); his-
tory of literature prior to i8th century.

Expressed in the terms of the
equation and apart from generalities
and ecstasies on the merits of Greek
in the abstract, this means that it is
as easy for the student to reach the
pass standard (33 per cent.) in (b)
and (c) together as to obtain the same
per cent. of (a). I leave this astound-
ing statement in the meantime in
order to examine the supposed evi-
dence upon which the equation is
based. It consists substantially of
the following items: (i) Professor
Hutton's ipse dixit. This item ad-
mits of no discussion. (2) The fol-
lowing statement drawn from Profes-
sor Hutton's own experience. He
says, " I have myselflittle French and
less German, measured by the hours
I have given to these languages ; yet I
still find even now that I can translate
French at sight with considerable (sic)
more ease than Latin." This experi-
ence is confirmed, we are told, by that
of Mr. Dale and Professor Campbell.
Appealing again to his own experi-

ence, Professor Hutton says of Ger-
man, " After devoting to it not one-
hundredth, nor, I think, one thous-
andth part of the time given to clas,
sics, I find not unnaturally that Latin
is easier now to me, and, on the
whole, Greek also ; though if I should
open at random a book of Greek and
German poems, there would be, I
believe, a fairly large minority of
cases in which I should catch the
idea of the German more quickly
than of the Greek." This is all very
marvellous and interesting, but what
does it prove ? It might seen to
prove at first sight that, as Mascarille
says in Les Précieuses, " Les gens de
qualité savent tout sans avoir jamais
rien appris." Or, if we may allow the
statement of fact to go unchallenged,
may it not merely prove that these
gentlemen, after many years of lingu-
istic preparation and development in
Latin and Greek have acquired with-
out much labour what is after all even
by their own showing a very humble
acquaintance with French ? The
strongest part of this evidence is
Professor Hutton's marvellous ac-
quaintance with German. He has de-
voted infinitesimal time to it and yet,
wonderful to relate, he can translate it
with more ease than Greek in many
cases. (By the way I hope he does his
Greek no injustice.) Granting all that
he claims, it is still most irrelevant to
the question. These gentlemen are
not pass-men, and besides, even if
they were pass-men and possessed this
translating knowledge and nothing
more, they would still be regularly
plucked at the annual examinations,
for no pass-man in French and Ger-
man at the University gets through on
mere translation. It is the smaller
part of what is required of him. Will
Professor Hutton appeal with the
same confidence to his own knowledge
of what are made the real tests in
pass French and German, viz., com-
position, translation of English into
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French and dictation ? It is hardiy
likely that he will do so. Even if he
will and can, the argument is none the
less irrelevant. I fear that this discus-
Sion must prove largely fruitless until
the friends of pass Greek try to realize
tie va.t difference hch exists be-
tween their definition of proliciency in
a language and the one upon which
modern language men insist. We are
talking about power to use a language
to express thought : they are talking
about power to translate it into English,

itli helps. (3) Professor Fletcheropines that one can become more
proficient in French and German in a
given time than in Greek alone.
Presupposing the methods at presentin vogue in each respectivelv, this is
preciseiy ny own belief, but thatproves nothing with regard to thej
relative dificulty of passing the tests
prescribed by the curriculum, which
is the question we are discussing.
Besides it shows incidentally that thepass-man in French and German ismuch more likely to have some per-
manent knowledge at the end f his
course, whiie the Greelc nan is ex-
tremely likely to have nothing for his
labour (and no one would admit this
more readily than Professor Hutton
under ordinary circumstances). (4)MNr. Cody's summing up néeds only
to be stated in order that it iay con-
den itself. He says, 'lthe pass
French course simply cannot be made
hard . . . it is a mere matter of
time to accomplish it." I might re-
mmnd hum, however, that whatever
fine distinctions may exist in his own
mmd betveen " ture " and " hard-
ness," yet there are only twenty-four
hours in the pass-man's day, and, as
he vli presentil see, the want of alonger day seems to prove uncom-
monly fatal to success in pass French
and German. The number of wit-
nesses called by Professor Hutton forthe prosecution is surprisingly small,
and, as I have shown, the testimony

does not touch the question exceptin the vaguest way. Some of the
more prominent classical scholars in
Ontario, and among them those who
are at the same time ripe scholars in
modcrn languages, are conspicuously
and ominously absent. (5) There isstill a further argument which for
naïveté deserves to be placed b> it-
self. " Would it not be easy," says
Professor Hutton, "to construct whole
sentences of intelligible rational
French, which could be translated byan intelligent, well-read Englishman,
whose lnowledge of French was ac-
quired in a dozen lessons ; simply
owving, to the very large number oroords commo, (excepi for a le'ter of
Iwo) o the two languages?'> (Italicsm
rmine.) Mly fellow-teachers of modern
languages will recognize in this an ex-
treme re-statement of that venerable

· and vulgar error, common to the ele-
mentary pupil in French, which it is
our first business and care as teachers
to eradicate. To find it used here as
an argument makes one fear greatly for
the aiieged knowledge of the person
who advances .

Since the discussion is based on
the revision of the curriculum for
1890-95, I must in the next place ex-
plain xvhat that document prescribesas to the relation of French and Ger-
man to Greek. The pass-man is told
in effect with reference to his foreign
languages: You must take Latin
and any two of the following three:
Greek, French, German." Hence
this curriculum says, "'Greek isequai toFrench or German.> Now what could
have induced the Senate to make aprescription of this kind? The Sen-
ate, when it framed the above clause,
was probably not aware of the appal-
ling politico-metaphysical complexity
of its own motive in so domng. Here
s the motive in all its horror, as

Tiven by Professor Hutton (p. 45):
l'he demand (for equality) then, is

partly a confusion of thought intro-
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duced from the sphere of politics, and
arising from a two-fold confusion,
partly between the intrinsic and edu-
cational value of the subject taught
and the dignity of the teacher teach-
ing it." (I do not profess to under-
stand this fully, and must leave my
readers to wrestle with it.) For my
part, however, I feel disposed to favour
the alternative explanation which Pro-
fessor Hutton thinks nay possibly
account for the denand for equality,
viz., that the Senate actually thought
that it would take as much labour on
the part of the student to obtain
thirty-three per cent. of either the
prescribed French or the German
course, as of the Greek. A glance at
the requirernents of the curriculum
ought to convince any one that the
inherent probability that this actually
is the case is very great. Such a
glance will also exhibit incidentally
the difference between classical and
modern language ideals with respect
to language study. The main object
of the pass Greek course is to enable
the student to turn prescribed Greek
texts into English with grammar and
dictionary - the so-called "working
knowledge '' of Greek. Now, it is un-
deniable that the translating of the
few texts prescribed may be done, and
commonly is done, with the help of
" cribs," and thus degenerates into a
mere process of memory, combined
with the mechanical matching of the
words in the 4 crib " with those in the
text. It is also a fact that it has
heretofore been possible to pass in
Greek on translation alone. Observe
too that the easy sight Greek is ren-
dered a farce by the help of vocabu-
laries. The above, with the gram-
mar, has been heretofore the sum and
substance, the beginning and the end-
ing of pass Greek in the University.
in 1890, however, an elementary
prose exercise-book was added-an
important change, and, as I take it, a
concessio'n to 'modern language meth-

ods. But as this little book is spread
over four years, it can hardly be a
very serious addition to the labours of
the student, especially as it forms, I
understand, but one year's work for
boys in the higher forms of our col-
legiate institutes.

As to the nature of the tests im-
posed in them, the courses in French
and German really begin where the
course in Greek leaves off. Texts are
assigned, to be sure, but they are not
the pièce de résistance at examination
as in Greek. In French, for example,
in addition to gramniar, the candi-
date must read at sight any modern
French (without vocabularies); he
must also be able to use the language
both to express his own thought in
original composition and to translate
any kind of English into French ;
further, he must understand the lan-
guage when it is read to him. Not
only are these tests vastly higher in
their scope than those imposed in
Greek, but more useful to the student,
for, as every real teacher of language
knows, even the paltry accomplish-
ment of turning either Greek or
French into English will not be per-
manent if the learner has not got
beyond the mere grammar and dic.
tionary stage at which the teaching or
pass Greek practically stops.

If Professor Hutton's equation oi
Greek = French + German is right,
and the 1890-95 curriculum wrong,
we should expect to find that the
work of preparing the students for
examination is much greater in pass
Greek than in either French or Ger-
man. Hence, we should expect
to find that the number of lec-
tures to pass Greek men in Univer-
sity College is equal to that given
in French and German together.
Now what are the facts? The sum
total of pass lectures in Greek in all
four years is five; in French and
German together it is egehteen. It
must be 'noted too that the Greek
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department is fully equipped as to
teaching power, and hence it is to be
presumed that all the lectures neces-
sary are given. French and German
are but poorly equipped, and more
lectures are needed but cannot be
given. If Greek requires as much
ièbour as French and German put
together, by what sort of pedagogical
magic do the instructors in that branch
crowd into five lectures the work for
which eighteen are admittedly insufli.
cient in French and German. As to
the nature of this mysterious process
I refer my readers to the opinions of
Messrs. Fairclough and Robertson
(p. 168 of this article).

Moreover, if Professor Hutton's
equation is right and the curriculum
wrong, we should expect to find the
percentage of failures greater in pass
Greek than in French or German.
Here, too, the facts are against his
equation and in favour of the curricu
lum. At the last annual examination,
1890, the failures in pass classics
were : first year, 53 out of 173 ; sec-
ond year, 36 out of i12. In French,
first year, 35 out of 79 ; second year,
41 out of 77. German, first year,
20 out of 79. Previous records per-
ished in the fire last year, but would
tell a similar story.

A consideration of the actual de-
mands of the curriculum and of the
above facts and figures ought to have
led Professor Hutton to suspect that
there was something wrong with his
supposed equation and that the cur-
riculum was right after all in putting
these subjects on a footing of equality.
But, judging from his article, it ap-
pears very doubtful wvhether he con-
sidered either the curriculum or the
facts, for, inspired by his belief in the
importance of his translating power in
French and German, picked up at
odd moments, he waxes still more
enthusiastic and declares that pass
French or pass German can only be
made an equivalent to pass Greek on

the curriculum by resorting to certain
extraordinary and ingenious expedi-
ents, for some of which, as far as I
know, he nay fairly claim patent
right, to wit : the addition of "his-
tory, archeology . . . strings of
authors to be referred to and books
to be read . . . the higher criti-
cism." Having set up these very
gruesome looking men of straw, he
proceeds to knock them down one
after another in the following style :
He says of philology, for example,
"from the educational side philology
has no practical value . . . it may be
confidently recommended to elderly
gentlemen with a little money, no
occupation, virtuous habits, a sanguine
temperament and a judgment not too
exact or exacting in the measurement
of evidence." I confess I thought at
first sight that this description of a
philologist was intended for a joke, or
was meant for a philanthropist of the
Pickwickian type, but as there is but
one professor of philology in Ontario,

.and as Professor Hutton is particu-
larly well acquainted with him, we
must, I suppose, accept the descrip-
tion as authentic, only lanenting the
fact that one who fills the philologist's
chair should express such contempt
for the science he is paid to teach.
But to return, who has ever proposed
to make the pass French or German
course difficult by this method ? As
a member ofSenate, Professor Hutton
must know that after years of effort
honour modern languages have only
just succeeded in getting rid of such
extraneous matter as -honour History
and Ethnology, and that the courses
now (both pass and honour) demand
almost nothing beyond a knowledge
of the language itself. To corne to
facts, I ask him to point out to the
educational public which of the re-
quirements of either the pass or
honour courses in French and Ger-
man he objects to on pedagogical
principles. He will look in vain for
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"l history, arch-ology," or any of the
other foolish expedients which he
suggests; and moreover, if he attempts
to re-impose what has been discarded
after a long struggle as useless he will
meet with the opposition of modern
language men at least.

As an illustration of the fact that it
is possible to make a French or a
German course equal to one in Greek
without the above devices, I would
refer Professor Hutton to the practice
in Harvard University. If it is possi-
ble to establish such an equality there
it is possible here. At Harvard, as
" advanced subjects " (part of the
matriculation test), Litin, Greek,
French, German are on a footing of
perfect equality. I quote here an
explanatory remark from a speech py
President Eliot. He says : " W re-
quire for admission to Harvard Col-
lege, besides a knowledge of certain
elementary subjects, the passing of
examinations in at least two advanced
subjects. Now the advanced sub-
jects used to be . . . only Latin,
Greek, Mathematics, but in 1887 we
pit French and German on a perfect
equality." Comment is needless. I
will only add that many years ago a
pass-man in the University of Toronto
also was allowed in the third and
fourth year an option between Latin
and Greek on the one hand, and
French and German on the other,
and that without the extraneous mat-
ter aforesaid.

The friends of pass Greek appear
to have thought that the 1890-95
curriculum struck a terrible blow at
Greek. Professor Hutton alludes to
the "abstract injustice and practical
mischief " of the changes made. He
says again, " the last curriculum
(1885-9o) made their yoke easy, and
the new curriculum has diminished
their yoke." Mr. Cody, too, owing
to an ignorance of the curriculum,
which is perhaps pardonable in a gen-
tleman of his inexperience, is quite I

sure that certain very baneful effects
are directly traceable to the new cur
riculum. These false impressions,
under which doubtless many others
labour, are worth correcting. Profes-
sor Hutton's whole article indeed
was founded on a false impression.
He starts out by assuming that the
old curriculum (1885 90) said : "pass
Greek is equal to pass French and
pass German, plus a little more." I
observe that lie has since then stated
in The Mail that this was a miscon.
ception, as indeed it was, and a verv
gross one. If he had read the 1885-
90 curriculum beforehand, or better
still, if he had understood it, all this
expenditure of printer's ink might
have been spared. Now, what did
the 1885-90 curriculum really say?
It said in effect, though the wording
was somewhat obscure: " Pass-me
must take, in the first and second
years, any two of the three languages
(Greek, French, German), and in the
third and fourth years, Greek or
French + German." The new cur-
riculum said in effect : "Pass-men
must take in all four years any two of
the three (Greek, French, German)."
With this statement of the facts before
us, what becomes of the supposed ill
effects upon Greek in the schools ?
A high school boy asking in 1885-
90, " Can I get my B.A. degree with
Latin, French and German and with-
out Greek ?" is answered by the
curriculum, "Yes." Precisely the
same answer is given to precisely the
same question by the curriculum of
1890-95. The new curriculum did
little else than re-state the require-
ments in other words, but in words
which deprived pass Greek of its cer-
tificate to a superiority which does
not actually exist. The loss of this
certificate is, I fancy, the chief griev-
ance of the champions of pass Greek.
Surely they will not argue now that a
boy in the schools will be turned
away from Greek to French and Ger-
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man, when it is seen that both new
curriculum and old permit him to
take French and German all through
instead of Greek, and that both new
curriculum and old tell him he must
take either French or German in the
first and second year whether he takes
Greek or not.

Since the discussion began the
aspect of the question has been com-
pletely changed and complicated by
the action of the Senate last month.
A statute, introduced by Professor
Hutton, was then passed, by which,
in all four years of the course, pass
Greek is made equal to French plus
German. If my readers will turn
back to p. 162 théy will see what a
preposterous equivalence this is for
the fourth year. It is equally so in
the lower years. As the curriculum
stands at the present moment, taking
the whole four years, we get contrasts
like the following: 565 pp. of Greek
texts =4,170 pp. French and German
texts; Abbott's Arnold's Exercise
Book=Original French Composition
+ the translating of English to French
+ the translation of English to Ger-
man; easy sight Greek (with vocabu-
laries) = translation of any modern
French + translation of any modern
German. The power to understand
French and German, when read, and
the outlines of the history of literature
are not balanced by anything in Greek,
even in name. But nothing, I think,
makes the pretended equivalence
quite so absurd as the contrast in
lectures already referred to-five in
pass Greek, eighteen in pass French
and German.

These contrasts, absurd as they
may seem, are perhaps not the worst
feature of the present situation. Since
at h st the year 1857, and continu-
ously up to tbe present time, the
curriculum has said that no pass man
,should get the degree of B.A. without
at least two years study of a modern
language, whether taking Greek or

not. For a considerable period not
merely two but four years' study
of a modern language vas demanded.
This principle was at that early
date deliberately laid down. The
reasons for doing so, given in a con-
vocation speech by Rev. Dr. McCaul,
then President, part of which I quote,
are as sound to-day as they then
were, and one can only wonder at the
breadth of view and progressiveness
of those earlier times in such painful
contrast with the counsels which now
prevail. He says: "The objection
limits itself to the Modern Languages
and the Natural Sciences. Now, in
the first place, I would state that we
have added only those subjects which,
within the last few years, have made
the greatest progress and the utility of
which has been so universally recog-
nized that they are essential elements
of a good education (applause). Is it
desirable that we should send forth our
graduates without any knowledge of
those modern languages, which are
now so important?" (Professor Hut-
ton and the Senate say now that we
should do so.) " There is no 'scholar
who omitted to acquaint himself with
the modern languages, but who has
had cause for deep regret. What
scholar, for example, ignorant of the
German, in 'vhich the very highest
thoughts within the range of human
intellect are to be found, but has
suffered from the loss ? " and more in
the same strain. This principle, so
wisely laid down, has been adhered
to continuously for upwards of thirty-
five years. But the Senate, byits recent
action under Professor Hutton's direc-
tion, reverses all this and turns the
hands back on the dial so that they
now point to the year of grace 1857
or earlier. Inside the Senate and
outside of it, the educational public
has been deploring for years the dis-
gracefully low pass standard, and yet
the Senate has now further reduced
that standard. On this ground alone,
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it is impossible to see how that body
can maintain the position it has taken.
The only reasonable explanation of
its extraordinary action is one hardly
creditable to it, viz., that it did
not inquire into or understand the
force of the statute in question before
voting on it. This explanation is but
a sorry one at best, but friends of
education will, I hope, more readily
believe that the Senate has made a
blunder than that it las deliberately
determined to repudiate its own re-
cord and to materially lower its pass
standard.

There are also other serious com-
plications. The French and German
courses were increased in 1890, when
each of these .ubjects was made
equal to Greek, in order to avoid ail
possible cause of complaint. These
courses still stand unrevised. By the
volte-face of last month each of them
has only half the value as compared
with Greek which it had when the
curriculum was framed. The Senate
declares in 1891 that its conclusions
of 1890 were wrong by 50 per cent., a
very serious admission for a body
which might be expected to have some
regard for its own reputation. More-
over, students of Orientais, who by the
1890 curriculum were allowed to com-
bine Greek and Hebrew, now find
themselves in the unfortunate position
of being obliged to take Hebrew, if at
ail, as an extra subject for which they
get no credit. In fact the whole
situation is so indefensible from every
point of view that the Senate cannot
possibly leave the curriculum in its
present condition. An early re-revis-
ion may be looked for.

3. The present position and pros-
pects of Greek.

Professor Hutton in his article
admits (p. 87) that the numbers
in pass Greek in the University
have fallen off some fifty per cent.
n ten years, and for this unfortunate

condition of affairs he blames the i

option which has existed now for
some years between Greek, French
and German. Pass Greek is evi-
dently in cvil case, in extremis as it
were, but the curriculum is not to
blame, at least so think some of the
more enlightened classical men, as I
shall presently show. If pass Greek
is to be saved, its friends had better
inquire into the nature of its malady
rather than occupy themselves in
forcing from the Senate by surprise or
strategy a certificate of health and
vigour which do not exist. At any
rate dissolution will not be delayed
for long by a malicious attempt to,
cripple a vigorous but inoffensive
neighbour. No adjustment of the cur-
riculum can avail to save a subject
which after three years of preparation
(see p. 46) and four years in college
leaves the student such meagre per-
manent resuits. As to suggestions for
saving the life of the unfortunate
moribund, I shall not offer my own
advice, but I commend to the thought-
fui consideration of Professor Hutton
and the other friends of pass Greek
the following brief quotations from
recent articles in this magazine on this
very theme, from two of the most dis-
tinguished and successful classical
teachers in Ontario. These quota-
tions indicate more clearly than I
should dare to do the nature of the
malady and the hope of cure. Mr.
Fairclough, Lecturer on Greek, Uni-
versity College, says in Sept., 1890 •

" Of late years great improvements
have been made in our schools and
colleges in the position and teaching
of modern languages . . . the
teachers and professors of French and
German have shown such enterprise
and enthusiasm, and have made such
progress in methods of instruction
that their Latin and Greek brethren,
who used to turn up their classical
noses with scorn at anything Teutonic
or Romance, now hunbly crave par-
don and sue for pedagogical enlight-
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enment." He pertinently asks wheth-
er one of our students after six or
seven long years devoted to Latin
and Greek has mastered more than
the barest elements, wh-ther he
can even translate into ' : glish, or
whether he can without fear and
trembling exp'ain the meaning of a
une from Virgil or Horace or Homer.
Mr Fairclough in sorrow is forced to
give a negative answer.

Mr. J. C. Robertson, Owen Sound,
says in addressing his fellow-teachers
in this magazine (Oct., 1890): "As
things are going now, even if fortune,
to whom, rather than to any efforts of

yours, you owe what influence remains
to you, should in the shifting scenes
of educational affairs, offer you your
former proud position, you could not
retain it, so hopelessly antiquated
are your nethods. What then do I
urge ? That you put away the manyobsolete methods still in vogue, that
you come to some agreement about
the objects you should have in view
and the best means of attaining them,
and that you try to bring it about that
there be proper examination of what
is done : for the way in which the
thing is now managed is a perfect
farce. "

THE SCIENTIFIC HUMANITIES.*

(Cordinued from April number.)

UT the physical scierces, it will
be said, elevate us to the world

of forms ; they give to our young men
just the groundwork which they need;
they give them the habit of obse-ving,
of experimenting and of drawing in-
ductions. An optical illusion, pointed
out by more than one philosopher
from Herbert to Guyau. It is imag-
ined that the teaching of the sciences
ex frofesso, as they are taught in our
colleges, develops the same qualities
of mmd as were necessary to our
great thinkers who established and
advanced the sciences. The teaching
of the sciences, even the physical and
the natural, does indeed develop the
memory and power of deductive
reasoning, but very slightly the in-
ductive power or the spirit of specu-
lation or of hypothesis, which, how-
ever, are precisely the great sources
of all discovery. Call to mind the
series of guesses, of trials, and hy-

* Translated for the Knox College Monthly
from the Revue des Deux Mondes, by Prof.G. D. Ferguson, Queen's University, Kings.ton.

potheses, which resulted in Pascal's
being able to formulate the laws of
the weight of the atmosphere, a series
which goes back to Galileo and Tor-
ricelli. What does the teacher of
physics in any of our colleges do
now? Does he make inductions,
observations and hypotheses ? Not
at all. He does not detail to his
pupils the induction series. He takes.
the inverse course ; he details dog-
matically the theorv of the weight of
the air, and he deduces its principal
consequences, and he gives new e-
ductions to be worked out under the
form of problems. Among his
students there is r)o development of
the mind of a Torricelli, of a Galileo
or of a Pascal. He tells them that
the atmosphere is heavy-that this is
demonstrated; that the earth turns-
this too is demonstrated. Perhaps,
apropos of these two important ques-
tions, he recounts to them a little of
their history ; and this is of some
value to the theory taught, because it
is a good example of the intellectual
process which leads to discovery.
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The teaching of the sciences ex
cathedra and science itself are things
so different that the one may be re-
garded as so much opposed to the
other as the active is opposed to the,
passive, or invention to memory.

Now, however, let us see in its
working this intellectual gymnastics,
for which these young men, according
to Spencer, Bain and Huxley, are in-
debted to the teaching of the positive
sciences.

A learned professor of chemistry
enters his class-room, the subject of
his lecture is affinity. The students
take their pens and are all attention.

"In order," the professor begins,
"to explain the union of simple, but
different bodies, comprised in the
same molecule, it is necessary to ac-
knowledge the existence of a force,
which has at first brought them in

•contact with one another, and which
maintains this union when it has
once been effected. This force is
called ' affinity."' The pupil, with-
out knowing anything of the nature of
this force, which maintains the union
of the bodies, writes as rapidly as
possible some verbal definition, which
he endeavours to store in his memory.
"Let us now examine the character
-of this affinity and the principal
causes which modify it." The pupil
writes--character-causes which modi-
fy. The professor continues, " In
ýorder that there should be this affinity
between two bodies it is necessary
that there should be contact ; a very
simple experiment will show this.
Here is a solution of barytes in water,
and here is a rod, the end of which
I will dip into sulphuric acid. Sul-
phuric acid and barytes have a strong
tendency to combine and form a
white substance known as the sulphate
of barytes." Another name to be en-
graved on the memory. " I approach
the sulphuric acid to the surface of
the fluid, but --ou see no combination
.has been effected. Now, however, I

touch the solution of barytes, and as
the result of the contact you observe
the silphate of barytes is produced.
It appears in the glass under the form
of a white insoluble powder." * The
pupils look, and the whole scientific
effort, the entire induction, the whole
result of the experiment is, so far as
they are concerned, the presence of a
white powder in the water. Certainly
the experiment is interesting, perhaps
amusing. What, however, has it
done for the pupils ? Has it afforded
them the very least initiation into the
methods which have led to the dis-
covery of the beautiful law of affinity,
or the philosophic connection of
forces with one another, or the
marvellous transformation of the one
into the other. Each experiment, in
physics or chemistry, however ingeni-
ous it may be, is quite determined
and regulated beforehand ; it unfolds
itself as a description before specta-
tors who are absolutely passive. They
are not experimenters because they
have watched its performance. They
may have seen the turning of the
wheel of an electric machine, or the
process of forming a vacuum by the
means of an air pump, or that a
heated ball cannot be made to pass
through a ring, through which it
passed a little before. Al this is
very well, but teaching by aspect is
not teaching by action; our pupils do
not act, they look, they take notes,
and perhaps they write them out;
but it is wholly limited to the taking
of notes and seizing certain phrases.
the mind has scarcely any further
development even in a scientific con-
nection.

But take the case of natural history.
Here, indeed, the pupils come to
learn, to observe, and to know things
and, as Mr. Blanchard insists, " men."

Let us again listen. " After what
we said in our last lecture concerning

*A lecture delivered in the Great Lyceum
at Paris.
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the place which the nourishing fluic
fil! in the animal econory, and tiinfluence whichi respiration exercist
on the physical properties of thesfiuids, it is evident that they must b
in continual movement, in order thaail parts of the body may receive th
materials necessary for their nutrition
This movement constitutes that whicl
physiologists cail the circulation othe blood." We nia> here note t:h<
change from the inductive an ex
perimental method to the deductiv
and dogmatic method in the teachiniof the sciences. Instead of teliing u
by what prodigies of patience and o:
intelligence the circulation of the
blood has been discovered, we are
merely told, IIt is evident that the
blood ought to circulate and in fact
does circulate.' Or it is merely added,This phenomenon was unknown tothe ancients. The discovery of it isdue to Harvey, who was physician to
Charles J., King of England (618)."Presented in this way this fact, more
important than a battie, remains a
mere dead detail - another litte
weight for the memor>'. "Among
the higher animals the circulation
takes place in the interior of what
has a very complicated appearance--
composed, first, of a system of canals
or of numerous tubes,"-and then fol-
lows a minute description, illustrated
by anatomical sections, but without
any of those experiments which are
the support of the teaching tf physics.
The pupils look on, and the>' try to
flx in their memory the different
names o the arteries and veins, andtheir definitions. The>' will flot here,
anv more than in the previous case,
have called into exercise any other
facuity than memory, which, while
their fingers have written mechanic-
aly on the paper, will have written,
not less mechanically, in the circum-
locutions of their brains, a certain
number of facts and of words. And
yet certain scientific men smile at the

is pupil who makes Latin verse or writes
ýe a Latin composition. We, on theýs other hand, maintain without paradox,e that the scientific spirit-that is to
e say, the spirit of induction, of research,
Lt of fores ight, of hypothesis, of observa-
e tion, of guessing, of ingenuity, and of
. patience-the patience of a Newton.ý is more deveioped by the study off graminar and of literature than bythe study of the sciences. In order
e to analyze a sentence, to seize prop-Seri>' its meaning, -or to translate hisown thoughts into expressions which

shall convey his ideas, especially if it
f should be in any of the ancient

languages, the pupil will require to
make inductions, to observe, to make
attempts, to experiment, to exercise
his ingenuit>', to make suppositions
and hypotheses of ever kind. And
this exercise will render him morelike the inventor of the thermometer
or of the barometer, than if he assisted,
fron a distance, seated on the bench
of his class, at the construction of atheremometer or a barometer, Ail
the summnaries of a pupil of science
are, for the purpose of cultivating a
spirit of scientific invention and of
speculation, not worth a translation,
a composition or the making of
Latin verse. The spirit of acuteness
is more necessare for the physicist,
for the naturalist, or the geometri-
cian himself than the geometric
spirit. During all the time lie was at
Eton, Gladstone read Homer, andwrote Latin verse, and was scarcel
taught the elements of arithmetic.
Let us reverse matters, and supposethat his literary studies were neglected,
but that he was well grounded in
arithmetic; it is extremely doubtful
if he would have made the incompar-
able minister of finance lie afterwards
became. Claude Bernard began b>
writing pieces for the theatre, and ex-
perimenting ideally on characters, be-
fore experimentingreallyonorganisms.

There is, however, very great ex-
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aggeration as to the habit of observa-
tion which is believed to be developed
by the study of external facts. The
elements of geology are taught to our
pupils of the sixth class. " Silicious
stones," says the programme, "rock
crystal, agate, silex, flints, millstones,
sandstone, granite, the complex struc-
ture of granite, sand, pebbles, plaster
of Paris." In the programme for the
fifth form we find, " Stratified and
unstratified rocks, trilobites, mollusks
and fossil fishes, silurian strata, slate,
Devonian strata, the marbles of the
Pyrenees, secondary strata, ammon-
ites, belemnites, triassic formation,
rock salt, and gypsum, jurassic form-
ation, oolithic limestones." The best
thing in this programme is the ex-
cursions into the country, for which
it affords the pretext. But we are no
better able "to observe men,"-to
discern and direct character-because
we can tell the nature of a stratum, or
distinguish a piece of quartz, or have
learnt al] sorts of learned names, or
have made a herbarium, or counted
the petals of a flower. To have ac-
quired the power of carefully examin-
ing the world around us does not by
any means imply that we have also
acquired the power of looking within
us. A great naturalist may be the
most ingenious of men and of psycho-
logists. This is by no means of rare
occurrence. The study of animals
indeed may approach more nearly the
study of man, but we can scarcely
expect that children should be careful
students of animals. Besides, animal
psychology is more difficult than
human psychology. The studies of
natural history, which are of all the
most passive, on account of the
purely descriptive and narrative char-
acter which they assume in a course
of instruction, constitute knowledge
rather than science. They serve the
purpose of exercising the memory, of
affording amusement, and of driving
away ennui, or we may regard them

as studies of practical utility, but they
have no educative value, unless it be
on their poetic and philosophic side
-a point of view from which they are
not considered.

The third defect which ought to be
avoided in teaching the sciences is
that which we call particularism,
which confines each science within its
own domain, without connecting it
with others, or regarding it from a
synthetic point of view. As it is at
present our teaching of the sciences
in their multiplied and isolated forms,
is a second Tower of Babel, added to
that of the course of ancient and
modern languages, or of ancient and
modern history. Taught each in its
own idiom they present a series of
epecialties which unroll themselves
before the pupil. The knowledge
which consists of facts furnished in a
fragmentary form and detached from
one another has no longer a scientific
consistency, nor an educative value.
Just as our intellectual faculties seek
for a unity of principle, so our moral
faculties seek to bring various ends
under the unity of the highest good.
If the instruction which is given does
not lead to that umty whence comes
our conception of the great laws of
the world and society, it will fail to
make us understand the ideal end of
life, and cannot make science lead
us to it. But in this way the different
scientific studies lose not only their
supreme verity and beauty, but also
their morality. They are in danger
of falling into the same evils as at
present affect literature and art. We
must be struck with what is called the
" subjectivism " of our litterateurs,
our poets, our artists, our critics,
each occupied with the Ego, with his
own impressions, with his own
personality more or less limited.
There is an egoism in literature, in
poetry, in art; it is to be hoped that
this intellectual egoism may not at
length find its way even into science.
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The lowering of the mental stand-
ard, which resuits from the extreme
division of labour, extends to those
who are to instruct others. " The
mind of a man becomes inevitably
shrunken," says Stuart Mill, " and he
loses all interest in the great ends of
humanity, when al] his thoughts turn
to the classification of a small number
of insects, or to the resolving of a tew
equations, just as much as if he were
employed in manufacturing the points
or the heads of pins." Specialism,
inclined to separate each study from
all others, is the fault of too many of
our savants, who, contrary to their
interests, have a decided aversion to
large philosophic views. The speci-
alties which receive their entire atten-
tion, the wheels, infinitesimally small,
which they are employed in turning
in the great social machine, prevent
them from having the sentiment of a
complete unity, or even of the unity
of one science with others. Yet it is
this sentiment which constitutes public
opinion. Hence their work becomes
"a simple tribute to material neces-
sity " instead of being the happy ful-
filling of a social duty.

Our system of education is no more
in keeping with the positivist concep-
tion than with the idealistic. Auguste
Comte says : " The first and essential
condition of positive education, intel-
lectual as well as moral, ought to con-
sist in a vigorous universality." He
expressly desires " an education
capable of varied extension, but ac-
cording to a system always identical
and equal." What is universal in
the sciences is, according to him, to
be found in their spirit, in their
methods and their great results ; this
is the positive ground-work of scien-
tific education, and so Auguste Comte
saw, in the specialism of studies, one
of the greatest and rnost growing
evils which are retarding a moral and
intellectual renaissance in France,
and he held that all the forces of
society ought to be employed in
opposing such a direction being given
to our intellectual forces. There is
but one remedy for this evil, and it is
in an education at once broad and
general, and at the same time uni-
fied, and which may serve as the
common ground-work for ulterior
specialties.

" CANST THOU GUIDE ARCTURUS?"

BY E. W. MAUNDER.

A FEW months ago the AstronomerRoyal announced to the Royal
Astronomical Society, of which he was
then the President, that a new cata-
logue of stars had just been published
at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich ;
not the first by any means which has
been issued from that institution, for
it is a most important part of the
regular duty of its chief to prepare
such catalogues at convenient inter-
vals of time.

It does not seem likely at the first
glance ttyat there could be an-ything

in such a publication of interest to
any but a professional astronomer.
And yet there can be no doubt that
it is only our ignorance which hinders
us from seeing a wonder and a
romance on every page, for every
line is the register of a sun ; a sun
in many cases larger than our own,
and most, if not all, of which 'are
probably the centres ·of systems of
planets not less beautiful and complex
than that of which our world is a
member.

We judge that it must be so, forin
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the instances in which we are able to
pick up little fragments of informa-
tion about some star, we rarely fail to
find the result full of wonder and
interest.* Let us take the case of one
star from this Greenwich catalogue,
and see if it will not prove an exam-
ple of this kind. We will take this
one. " No. 2214, 16 Bootis, a," better
known by its name of "Arcturus,"
as our text ; not chosen at random,
for it was this star that first taught
men that the so-called " fixed " stars
had movements of their own. Run-
ning the eye across the page, we find
in the columns headed " Annual
Proper Motion," the entries, "-

0 ,. 0 7 9 9 " and "+ ".977," and we
notice that these are larger than the
corresponding entries for other stars.
For Arcturus seems to us to move
more swiftly across the sky than any
other of the brighter stars. True the
eye alone could never detect its mo-
tion in a single year, or even in
several years; but its drift is most
perceptible in a telescope, and in the
course of generations its change of
place becomes evident even to the
unaided eye. In eight hundred years
it will traverse a portion of the sky
equal to the diameter of the full moon;
in the two thousand years that have
elapsed since the date of the first
catalogue of which we know-that of
Hipparchus-it has travelled two and
a half times that distance.

Already we have drawn upon three
countries for our information. The
"annual proper motion," the appar-
ent distance in the sky, that is to say,
which Arcturus traverses in a year
has been deduced by a German
astronomer from a comparison of a
Greenwich catalogue of the last cen-
tury with a Russian one of this. For
further information. we cross the Atlan-

*The Gresham Lecturer on Astronomy,
the Rev. E. Ledger, gave this spring a
course of four lectures on a single star-
Sirus.

tic, and Dr. Elkin, of the Yale Col-
lege Observatory, informs us in his
annual report of date June 7, 1888,
that the "annual parallax " of Arctu-
rus is "+ o".018."

" Dry figures again," but their mean-
ing is a niost marvellous one. They
mean that as viewed from the dis-
tance of Arcturus, the entire orbit of
the earth around the sun would look
no larger than the circumference of a
halfpenny when looked at from a
station ninety miles away. Note that
it is not the huge bulk of the earth ;
no, nor even that of the sun, more
than one hundred times greater in
diameter, which would appear of this
infinitesimal size as seen from Arctu.
rus, but the entire orbit of the earth,
186 millions of miles across. It is
this distance, utterly beyond our
powers to realize as it is, which would
be so dwarfed by the vast interval
which divides us from Arcturus as to
seem no larger than a halfpenny
would appear if set up on the cross of
St. Paul's and looked at, say from
Leicester. †

It may be asked how we know how
large the orbit of the earth would
appear to be as seen from Arcturus.
We know it because the real change
in the position of the earth as it
passes in six nionths from one side of
its orbit .t -ither makes the star
appeai to chanige its place by a very
small amount. The star seems, that
is to stay, to travel round a tiny orbit

t Dr. Elkin's value for the distance of
Arcturus is probably the best we have at
present, and as such it has been adopted
throughout tbis paper, But it will be read-
ily understood that in measuring quantities
so minute in appearance, but implying dis-
tance so vast, the errors may bear a high
proportion to the result. Thus the " annual
parallax " of Arcturus might possibly be
better represented by a farthing or a penny
as seen from Leicester, rather than by a half-
penny. But in any case, whatt ver observa-
tions we adopt, Arcturus remains distant,
vast, bright and swift, beyond terrestrial com-
parison, beyond human conception.



in the year, and this orbit that it
seems to follow must be just the same
apparent size as seen from the earth
as the real orbit of the earth would be
as seen from Arcturus. As, however,
the star has a real forward motion of
its own, of which we shall speak in a
moment, the actual effect of the
change of the earth's place on the
apparent motion of the star is not, as
would be the case if the star were
really at rest, to make it seem to re-
volve in an orbit, so much as to make
it appear to follow a winding rather
than a straight course. One half of
the year it is a littie on one side of
the straight ine giving the general
direction of its course, and the other
six ionths a littce on the other side.

The distance of Arcturus would be
marvel enough if that fact stood alone.

t would speak of a universe of all but
infinite vastness, a universe too great
for our feeble thought ever really to
fathom. But two other facts stand
out which set the marvel higher. The
one is that to which we have just
alluded-viz., the exceeding swiftness
with which Arcturus is seen to move;
the other the brightness with which
it shines. For taking its annual
motion at the figures Dr. Elkin has
adopted, we find that the distance
the star travels in the year, as seen
from our standpoint, is 127 times asgreat as the distance between the
earth and the sun as seen from thestandpoint of Arcturus ; 127 times
ninety-three millions of miles ; or
nearly twenty-four thousands of mil-lions of miles in the year; 374 miles
in every second of re.

How can we get any idea of a
speed like this? No terrestrial ex-
perience gives us the faintest idea of
it. We may perhaps have stood in
some country station when an express
train dashed past, the "Flying Dutch-
man W or I Flying Scotchman."
What an impression it gives of speedand power, as it seerns to Ildevour
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the way " before it 1 How the very
ground trembles as it rocks and
sways in the vehemence of its forward
rush 1The speed witli which the
tiny black smoke-crowned speck on
the horizon swells up into the gigan-tic machine at hand, the headlong
haste, the roar and rattle, the tornado
which follows it, the clouds of dust
and fragments swept into its train, the
rapidity of its passage past the specta-
tore and its quick disappearance be-
yond, mark it as a wonder of human
ingenuity, of human intellect and
courage, of human skill. Yet its
speed was probably but fifty or at best
sixty miles an hour. The snail that
takes an hour to labour across the gar-
den path is far swifter as compared
with the express train than that train as
compared with Arcturus. "The Flying
Dutchman must increase itsspeed
nearly five and twenty thousand times
before it can race with this flying star.
It nust be ready to belt the entire
earth, not in an hour, but in very
little over a minute of time to give it
a chance of success.

But even if we leave the works of
man, and compare the speed of
Arcturus with the velocities we recog-
nize in the solar sytem, it still appears
remarkable. Let us take the earth's
rotation on its axis for an example.
Suppose we could rise up from the
surface of the earth to a convenient
height, and detaching ourselves from
the attraction of the earth so that we
were no longer carried round by itsrotation, yet at the saine time travel-
ling by its side with an equal pace, as
it journeyed round the sun, what
should we see? If we rose from Lon-
don we should see streets, churches
and houses hurrying past us with more
than ten times the speed of the fastest
express. If we soared above the East
f ndia Docks, which are on the exactmeridian of Greenwich Observatory
at the even minute the vast city would
corne rushing towards and in seven

" C atZlS Thzou Guide A-rctur "e
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seconds the lofty tower of Limehouse
Church would pass beneath us. Eleven
seconds more, and the Tower of
London would reach us, the Bank
and Cannon Street railway station
would pass in the four next seconds,
and two more beats of the pendulum
would bring us St. Paul's. Another
three beats and it is the Courts of
Justice and Temple Bar which meet
us, seven seconds later and we cross
Regent Street, by the thirty-ninth
second from our start we should find
we were over Hyde Park and the
Marble Arch, and before the minute
had expired we should have passed
Hammersmith.

But if, instead of being carried
along with the earth in its journey
round the sun, we had stood asidd
altogether, and remaining perfectly at
rest had watched the planet's giant
bulk as it rushed past us, we should
have witnessed a vastly greater speed,
for its rapidity of movement forward
in its orbit is one hundred times
greater than its rapidity of movement
on its axis, for any place in the lati-
tude of London.

Let us in imagination take such a
stand in advance of the earth and
wait for its coming. If our station
be some goo,ooo miles away, we
-shall see our earthly home shining in
the distance and of about the same
apparent size as the full moon appears
to us now. But ere long we should
notice that it was growing larger and
larger as it hurried forward. In six
hours it would have nearly doubled
its diameter ; and in three hours
more it would have doubled it again.
And now its size would increase with
the most obvious rapidity, and we
should see the familiar outlines of our
-continents and islands with ever
increasing distinctness. Still it would
advance, and we should see that by
this time it would be .presenting to us
.an entirely different side to -that
-which -we-saw-at .first. If the Ameri-

can continent had been presented to
us at first, it would now have passed
out of sight, and the Eastern Hemi-
sphere would be before us. Soon the
whole heaven would be filled by the
advancing globe, and some thirteen
hours after we saw it first, then nine
hundred thousand miles away, no
larger than the moon, it would rush
past us. We should not now have to
wait for more than a minute whilst
London and its spreading suburbs
were passing by; if one instant Barking
were before us, then, ere the pendu-
lum had completed its swing, the
mighty city, with its myriads of houses,
and its five millions of human beings,
would have dashed past, mingled into
one undistinguishable blot by the
swiftness of its passage, and we should
look down on Brentford.

But what imagination can help us
when we try to call up before us the
almost lightning speed of Arcturus ?
Even our earth seems to crawl at a
snail's pace in comparison. For
Arcturus the journey of a single
second of time would be no such tri-
vial distance as separates Barking
from Brentford. London to Dundee
measures the stride it takes during
one beat of the clock 1

And this great world of ours, what
is it in comparison with the giant
star? Like a pebble to a mountain.
For though only four or five stars in
the entire heavens seem to shine
more brightly, it is almost the most
distant of all the leaders of the
heavenly host, far more distant than
Sirius or than Vega. If a powerful
telescope be turned upon Arcturus a
tiny companion star can be seen in its
near neighbourhood, a star that sends
us but one part in twenty thousand
of the light its great superior trans-
mits. Our sun would appear but
little brighter than that infinitesimal
speck if it were placed as far away.

We cannot tel! how .much .larger
Arcturus is -than onr sun, -for evfery
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part of its surface may shine much
more brightly than a similar area o
the solar surface. If Arcturus shines
no more brightly, surface for surface,
than the sun, then it must be nearly
as rnuch larger than it in volume as it
again is larger than the earth ; that is,more than a millionfold. Such a
star .vould fill the entire void of
ninety-three millions of miles which
intervenes between our earth and our
sun. But without assigning to it any
definite dimension, we may be quite
confident that it is larger than the sun,
very many times larger. It is not
only the swiftest star of which we yet
know, but, so far as our present in-
formation goes, it is also the largest ;jat once the Titan and the winged
Mercury of the celestial orbs.

Joes not all this give a new and
marvellous meaning and force to the
wvords the Creator addressed to the
patriarch Job: "Canst thou guide
Arcturus and his sons?" We cannot
indeed be sure that the Hebrew word
our translators have rendered " Arc-
turus " was intended to refer to that
star, but could any interpretation be
more appropriate ? To Job the ques-
tion doubtless seemed to mean :
"Canst thou guide this or that star
across the sky as it seems to traverse
the heavens from its rising to its set-
ting, night after night ?" To us it
sets forth one of the most stupendous
examples of the Creator's power we

'SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF TEACHING." *

0 F the purposes of an institute suchas this and its meetings, some
are obvious and practical, such as the
following :To strengthen and en-
courage each other in a profession
which, though profoundly interesting,

* An address deIivered before the NelsonEducational Institute.
2

is at the sanie time irksome and try-
ing beyond all others.

To compare and freely criticize
ideas and methods in teaching which
each may have forrned as the resuit
of solitarv reflection or individual ex-
perience.

To form a collective body of opin-
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have as yet been able to recognize.
b ICanst thou, who cannot even change
by a hair's breadth the course of the
tiny globe on which thou dwellest,canst thou guide Arcturus, mightiest
and swiftest of the stars, and distant
from thee ten hundred millions of
millions of miles?"

We cannot even guess the motive
power hich drives the giant star
at such a speed. Ve recognize
the compelling force urging ourworld along, and find it in the
attraction of the sun. But gravita-
tion can give us no rue whatsoever
to the flight of Arcturus; we are
baffled to account for it. We have
no answer when ve are asked concern-
ing it, but one, but that is a suflicient
one : It is the will of God."

"Arcturus with his sons.' Doubt-
less the giant star has a family not less.
suited to his size and dignity than are
the planets of the solar system to its
great ruler. Indeed, it may well be
that Arcturus may possess as one of
its dependents a star as glorious and
as great in itself as our own suni" Canst thou guide Arcturus with bis
sons ? " What answer can we give
but that of the hmbled and repen-
tant patriarch •"Behold I an vile;
what shall I answer Thee? I will
lay mine hand upon my mouth. Iknow that Thou canst do everything,
and that no thought can be withhold-
en from Thee."-Sunday Magazine.
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ion on educational matters, especially
as affecting the colony, which may
have weight with educational authori-
ties, or with other Institutes of, a
similar kind.

These and such like advantages
are patent to all. We know that we
gaini much benefit and much refresh-
ment from meeting together and hear-
ing each other's voices. Whether
the words spoken be wise or feeble,
the actual human contact, the sense
that others are here who share the
burden, which in our solitary labours
seems almost insupportable - these
things carry strength with them quite
apart from the question whether ve
actually receive any new enlighten-
ment or practical guidance in the
difficulties of our profession. But
there cannot be the slightest doubt
that these latter benefits will come,
too. No man is so completely
master of his profession that he can-
not leara from others, and the man
who thinks that he is, is a coxcomb.
Nay more, experience tells us that
those who are greatest in their own
calling are most willing and eager to
grasp at suggestions from without,
are most receptive to new impressions,
and are most ready to sacrifice a
cherished notion, if any fresh light,
from however humble a source, has
shown it to be untenable. We should,
therefore, deal with each other with
perfect honesty and candour. Who-
ever has an opinion should express it.
For if it be right lie knows not what
fruitful effect it may have in the minds
of others; and if it be wrong, the
sooner he is aided by a little whole-
some criticism in eradicating it from
his own mind the better.

But besides these obvious advan-
tages arising from an organization
such as this there are others which
must not be lost sigbt of. In the
practical details of teaching we are in
danger of forgetting the fact that
teaching is an art, based on facts of

human nature, and resting, like every
other art, ultiniately on first principles.
We may think that we have nothing
to do with these things, that our busi-
ness is with the practical work of
education, and that theories and first
principles may be left to dreamers
and philosophers. But if this belief
be deliberately taken up and acted
on, it will have the effect of produc-
ing charlatans and sciolists, not teach-
ers. For let us consider-We are
operating on an organism of marvel-
lous delicacy and complexity, the
human mind. We are leading it into
untried paths, we are training it to
perforai ever fresh and new processes.
We are moulding a character made
up of innumerable lights and shades,
of mysterious potentialities for good
or evil. Can it be said that it is of
no consequence to us to study the
nature of this organism, to knov
sonething of the laws and conditions
of its development, to understand the
nature of the nourishment which it
requires, and why one kind of nour-
ishment is good and wholesome, and
another kind deleterious? No, we
cannot for a moment pretend that we
are teachers while we shut our minds
to these things. There is a theory as
well as a practice of teaching, and it
may be safely asserted that the more
the theory is understood, the more
efficacious will be the practice. But
in the ordinary daily drudgery of our
profession it is hard to keep these
things in view; nay, more, to be con-
stantly falling back on first principles
would seriously impair our practical
work. But at meetings such as these
the want may be, partially at least,
supplied. We can here bring our-
selves into occasional contact with
the deeper meanings of our profes-
sion, and thus exalt our view of it at
the same time that we gain a fuller
insight into its principles. Real pro-
gress in any art or profession requires
that we should occasionally tear up
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its foundations and examine them
afresh.

But the examination must be
thorough and honest. '-e must not
be satisfied, on the one hand, with
traditional methods which will not
stand investigation, nor, on the other,
with abstract definitions which are
too vague to admit of practical ap-
plication. We must be able to give
a reason for the faith that is in us ;
we must know what we are aiming at,
and be able to explain and justify the
way in which we are trying to re-ich
our object. It is of little help, for
example, to be told that " education "
is from a Latin word which means
"to draw out," and that the business
of education is not to communicate
knowledge, but to draw out and ex-
pand the pupil's mmd. Psychology
steps in and replies that the human
mmd is not a thing, but a congeries
of powers and faculties. And then
it asks, Which of these are to be de-
veloped ? and if the answer is all of
them it asks still further, In what
order are they to be developed, and
what is their relative importance ?
And when these points have been
settled the practical application be-
gins. How are we to proceed to de-
velop these various taculties ? What
are we to do and what to teach ?
Has the communication of knowledge
as such no effect at all in such de-
velopment, or is it merely a mechani-
cal process, to be judged apart on its
own merits? And what would be the
nature of a mind highly develope
but absolutely devoid of stores of
acquired' kn9wledge? As soon as
these questions have been faced and
the answers driven to their logical
conclusion, we shall be in a position
to estimate the value of the abstract
definition, that education means a
drawing out.

No doubt those who use this de-
finition have in their minds the de-
velopment of the thinking faculty pure
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and simple, and we are familiar with
the expression, that the business of
education is to teach a boy to think
for himself. But what of other
faculties, memory, taste, imagination,
love of literature, rapidity of mental
movement, and another, which is

1 perhaps not so fully cultivated as it
ought to be, the faculty of enjoyment,
whether in work or amusement ?
Probably many of you have read the
autobiography of John Stuart Mill
which contains an account of the most
gigantic experiment ever made on
the human mind. His father was a
man of great mental power, and he
determined to train his boy to be a
reasoner only, everything in thenature
of emotion being eliminated. The
son was reading Greek at four years
old, mathematics a year later; at ten
he had gone through an extensive
course of eolitical Economy, and had
criticized and pointed out the 'àllacies
of every book which he had read ; at
twelve he was writing articles for
Reviews on subjects connected with
Logic and Philosophy. He was never
a child, never had any amusements,
and in his autobiography, written at
middle age, never alludes to his
mother. By twenty he had thrown
himself passionately into the work of
Social Reform, and believed that in
this task his aspirations would find
satisfaction for the remainder of his
life. But the time soon came when
the results of this abnormal and one-
sided development were to show
themselves. A crisis came in his
mental history. The world of his
hopes and efforts suddenly became a
dreary waste. The things which he
had cared for he cared for no longer,
and there seemed nothing else to
care for. Life seemed utterly emptied
of purpose and meaning. He asked
himself what satisfaction it would
give him if the reforms for which he
had been striving became suddenly
accomplished facts, and there was no
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joy for him in the thonght. Al this
simply meant that the sides of his
nature which had been starved from
birth were crying out for food when
it was too late. He was too richly
endowed a personality to be welded
into a mere reasoning machine with
impunity. The ghosts of his strangled
faculties sprang up to mock him.
There are, after all, serious risks in
"teaching a boy to think for himself."

What we have to do, then, is to
emancipate ourselves froni the influ-
ence of phrases, and face the facts of
human nature as they are. We shall
find that we have to deal with a living
organism, capable of expansion in

many directions, containing the germs
of powers or faculties which may be
made to fructify or may be starved to
death. And in contemplating these
latent possibilities, a teacher may
well stand aghast at the task before
him. If every teacher had free play
to train his pupils as he liked, the
chances are that some of thern would
lose their reason. And probably, too,
these would be the most gifted of the
profession, those who saw most widely
and deeply into the tremendous issues
involved. The mind would not be
able to bear the strain of responsibil-
ity and perplexity. How and what
to teach a boy would be the most
terrible question of our modern life.
Fortunately, or unfortunately, the
question is taken out of our hands,
and to a considerable extent solved
for us by the practical exigencies of
life. If a boy is to get a position in
the world he must conform, to a con.
siderable extent, to the educational
requirements which the accumulated
wisdom of generations has prescribed.
We may dislike examinations, but in

the present constitution of things we
cannot escape from them. We must
tread the beaten track on which they
stand as the goal. But I am trying
to-night to draw your minds and my
own away from the fetters which are

laid on us by the social and educa-
tional system under which we live ;
to penetrate the mists of custom and
tradition, and breathe the freer air
beyond.

These numerous faculties of which
I have been speaking must all have
full and free play. It is the fashion,
for example, to disparage memory in
comparison with reasoninq power,
with this everlasting " th.nking for
one's self." But memory is a noble
gift; it makes its appearance early, it
reaches the culminating point of its
power when the reasoning faculty is
in its infancy. In this chronological
arrangement surely the voice of
nature speaks. As the faculties ap-
pear let them be trained and develop-
ed, and let not the period of one set
be invaded by a premature forcing
of those of later growth. And this
all-important truth must be borne in
mind : that we may develop any
faculty to its utmost limit without in-

curring any risk of injuring those that
come after. Some have held that a
highly developed memory is fatal to
originality, and instances are brought
forward of men of prodigious powers
of memory who never enriched the
world with a single original thought.
We might just as well say that a man
who knew accurately every machine
that had ever been invented was
thereby incapacitated from ever in-
venting a new one. The persons
with the gigantic memories would not
have been a whit more original if they
had never exercised their special
faculty. It is almost superfluous to
add that numbers of instances can be
brought forward showing that memory
and original genius in the same man
are quite compatible with each other.
The names of Milton, Macaulay, Sir
Wm. Hamilton and a host of others
will at once occur to you.

And so, too, let us not hesitate to

cultivate in a boy a taste for literature
and a vein of imagination from a fear
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of diluting his common-sense and
practical wisdom. There is room in
a well-trained and well-balanced mind
for much more than is commonly
supposed. We know that Shake-
speare was a keen man of business ;
and many poets have exercised im-
portant influence in practical politics.
Here in the colony we may be assur-
ed that our boys will acquire the
visdom of this world before they have

very long passed from under our con-
trol; but while their minds are still
plastic, and their taste comparatively
untainted, let us try to instil into
them some feeling for the beautiful
in nature, books, and art. It will
not interfere in the least with their
nathematics or any other dry study,
provided of course that due balance
is observed in the mode and time of
communicating each. This cultiva-
tion of what may be called the Ss-
thetic faculties side by side with the
understanding is liable to be neglect-
ed at school, under the impression
that it will corne later of its own
accord, when the boy has begun to
read for himself. But it is the busi-
ness of systematic educationists to
leave nothing of this kind to chance.
And, as a matter of fact, the longer
this side of a boy's mind is neglected,
the thicker the crust that grows over
it, and the less likelihood of any
natural i1 apulse being sufficiently
strong to break through it. I know,
af course, that English poetry forms
a subject of education in most schools,
just as classical poetry does in the
higher schools. There is the same
danger attending both, viz., of the
poem being turned into a lesson in
grammar, analysis, and mere verbal
exposition, the life and spirit being
completely knocked out of it by this
process of hacking and hewing. I
do not mean for a moment that the
language of poetry ought not to be
parsed, analyzed and expounded.
But the work of the teacher does not

end here. Boys should be taught to
love, reverence and admire the works
of great masters, whether in a book,
on an instrument, or in a picture
gallery, and we all know that love,
admiration and reverence are not the
most spontaneous feelings of the
youthful mind. Here, too, a chrono-
logical order should be observed.
Poetry should first be brought home
to a boy in all its beauty and thrilling
power; the study of it as a linguistic
exercise should come later. It is be-
cause this order is almost invariably
reversed that Horace, Racine and
Milton awaken in after life reminis-
cences of torture rather than exalted
pleasure, and are generally thrown
aside for ever when the moment
of emancipation comes. And this
chronological arrangement may be
illustrated by analogies in literary
history. In the fresh and creative
period of Greek literature grammar
as a study was unknown. The mer,
of that time found their intellectual
nourishment in learning-off the poems
of Homer, the war-songs of Tyrtæus
and the semi-mystical speculations of
the early philosophers. The opening
of the analytical period marks the be-
ginning of poetic decay. Experimen-
tum fiat in corpore vili. So far as a
language is studied analytically it is a
classic and is dead.

The title of this address, of course,
suggests, as it was suggested by,
Thring's " Theory and Practice of
Teaching." The author was Head
Master of Uppingham School, and
was one of the most distinguished
educationists in England. The book
itself is widely read ; it is written in
a fine, earnest style, but is pervaded
by a tone of hopelessness, which to
those who believe in the future of
education is depressing. To the
author our modern system is hope-
lessly wrong, but, as is always the
case when extreme views are taken,
his developmient of his own theory is
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full of inconsistencies. But the dom-
inant note of the book is the worth-
lessness or positive mischief of know-
ledge when "shovelled " (to use his
own expression) into the mind. - It
is false according to Thring to say
that knowledge is power ; we should
say that education is power. But,
according to his view, the communi-
cation of knowledge plays no part at
all, or rather, plays a mischievous
part in the work of education. He
would restore something like the
Socratic dialectic, and open the
youthful mind by a system of cross-
examination on its familiar and
established conceptions. He says,
what is perfectly true, that Socrates
would have no chance at all in an
English competitive examination and
yet Socrates has exercised the very

profoundest influence on human
thought. Of course, it is obvious to
reply, neither would Moses, nor St.
Paul ; and yet it is safe to assert that
the influence of either of these men
has been much deeper and more far-
reaching than that of Socrates. Of
course the introduction of Socrates
has reference to his peculiar mode of
pursuing the search after truth, and
we must not press too closely the
writer's somewhat rhetorical illustra-
tions. We can* see plainly enough
the main drift and tendency of the
contrast which he is elaborating, as
between a rigid system of self examin-
ation, with a view of clearing up
slovenly notions of things, on the one
hand, and on the other, the accumula-
tion of tangible information, apart from
its effect on the powers of the mind.

( To be continued.)

SCHOOL HEALTH AND SCHOOL HOURS.

PROFESSOR AXEL KEY, of
Stockholm, read a paper at an

international scientific congress in
Berlin, considering the results of a
commission appointed to investigate
the health of scholars in all the
schools of Denmark and Sweden.
Facts concerning physical develop-
ment were wanted; i5,ooo boys of
the secondary Swedish schools, and
3,000 girls in private schools, all be-
longing to the wealthier classes, were
measured and weighed. It was found
that boys from seven to eight years of
age grew rapidly ; in those from
nine to thirteen the growth was less
marked; whereas between the ages
of fourtee. and sixteen, the time of
puberty, they increased still faster in
both height and weight. The periods
of the girls' development correspond
with those of the boys, but it was
mo:e rapid. The children of the

well-to-do classes were physically a
year in advance of those of the same
age among the poor. Another point
was that the growth of children varies
at different seasons of the year, espe-
cially in winter and suimmer. From
the end of November to the end of
March they grow but little. From
March to July or August their height
increases, not their weight. During
the rest of the year the converse is
the case, and the increase in height
is very slight, while the weight in-
creases much. These facts have a
bearing upon the time of the summer
holidays. When they have been
earlier than usual, the childreri have
been found to increase in weight,
which shows that, if possible, the first
weeks of summer should be employed
as a period of rest.

Another result has been to shov
that at the end of the first school year
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17 per cent. of the children examined
were found sickly or ailing ; at the
end of the second year 37 per cent. ;
and after the fourth year 40 per cent.
Similar results were found to exist in
Denmark. It appeared that as the
mental strain augmented, the diminu-
tion of physical power also increased.

hlis is especially so with the girls,
61 per cent. of whom were ill or
showed signs of chronic ailments
more or less serious, and 1o per cent.
had curvature of the spine. The ex-
cessive length of the hours of study
seemed to fully account for this state
of things, the hours of study increasing
from seven daily in the junior classes
to eleven or twelve in the senior.

In France the same subject is occu-
pying considerable attention. The
primary schools are open for thirty
hours during a week of five days, and
in addition to this they have home
lessons to preDare in the evenings.
In 1881 a commission appointed by
the Government recommended a re-
duction of hours according to the
following scale of ages, viz.: three and
a half hours daily for scholars from
seven to nine years old, four and a
half hours for those from nine to
eleven years, five and a half hours for
those from eleven to thirteen years.

As the rector of the French acad-
emy of Chambery lately remarked in
his report on this subject : " The real
result of work is in inverse proportion

to its duration. The mind forns
habits of dreaming which are often
unhealthy. The idleness and thought-
lessness of many pupils have no other
cause." If this be so with more ad-
vanced pupils, it must be much more
so with unformed growing children.
There can be no doubt that the
children of the poor, especially in
large towns, where their surrt,,,ndings
are so opposed to their due bodily
development, are far less capable of
sustained mental effort than those of
the higher and more favoured classes;
and yet too often more is exacted
from them. In how many cases have
inherited sickness and incapacity to
be taken into account, as well as in-
sufficient nourishment ? When, there-
fore, we consider such. facts as we
have mentioned, and the general re-
sults of experience, the practical con-
clusion would seem to be this: The
wise teacher will do his utnost to
sustain the interest and attention of
his scholars in school, and will see
that they do work while they are at
work; but when they are dismissed
from his care he will not require any
further study from them during the
remainder of the day. They will
then return in the morning refreshed
and invigorated by recreation and
sleep, and grow up possessors of
that priceless blessing, "a sound
mind in a sound body."- Te Scool
j'ournal.

THE STATE UNIVERSITY IN AMERICA.

H IGHER education has long beengrowing more rational. Yet
tliere is a wide-spread feeling of dis-
content with the present ideal of
academic culture which sometimes
degenerates into downright pessi-
mism. It must be conceded that edu-
cation costs too much time and too
niuch money for the kind. The col-
lege curriculum should be still further

transformed in order to bring it into
harmony with the requirements of
modern life. Our average standard
of attainment is very low, and the
reason is plain-we have wasted our
resources. But happily we are ceas-
ing to be proud of the fact that we
have " four hundred colleges and
universities." With us, as in Eng-
land, the conviction is deepening that
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the founding of a college is not neces-
sarily a blessing to the community.
Accordingly, the two most recent pro-
posals for university reform have had
in view a shortening of the under-
graduate course to facilitate an earlier
entrance on the professions, and a
general elevation of the standard of
culture for the whole country through
a proper division of labour. The
earnest discussion drawn out by Presi-
dent Eliot's recommendation to re-
duce the course of Harvard to three
years has called attention to the arbi-
trary barriers still set up between the
so-called " disciplinary " and the pro-
fessional studies ; while President
White's suggestive plan for relegating
most of our colleges to the rank of
gymnasia, intermediate between thè
public schools and a small group of
real universities, places before us in
unmistakable terms the wastefulness
and the inherent vices of petty en-
dowments-the iniperative need of
large revenues in order to meet the
demands of modern science. But in
its details Dr. Vhite's classification is
impracticable, it seems to me, because
it ignores organic and historical differ-
ences in the character of American
schools. The smaller colleges and
the smaller universities, whether sec-
tarian or secular, whether resting on
private endowments or created and
supported by the State, will in due
time, it is hoped, through a process
of evolution, directed by "right rea-
son " and wise " educational effort."
take their places in the lower rank
assigned them in this scheme. The
differentiation of a class or classes of
real universities as opposed to a more
numerous body of intermediate col-
leges, frankly acknowledging them-
selves to be such, will indeed, there
is reason to believe, be the result of
social evolution. But that evolution
must necessarily express, not ignore,
the deeper lines of historical develop-
ment. It must have as its vital prin-
ciple a powerful social idea, a national

sentiment. Now, as a matter of fact,
is not such an evolution really in pro-
cess-an evolution whose roots are in
past generations, which is sustained
by national policy, and which needs
only more conscious direction to en-
able it to produce the requisite con-
centration and a standard of academic
culture which shall at any rate prove
satisfactory to the people ? Such an
evolution may be seen, I thnk, in the
rise of a close relation between the
State and higher education. I ven-
ture to suggest that any hopeful plan
for a division of labour among col-
legiate institutions must begin with
the State universities. Even the old-
est of these have had but a brief ex-
perience; yet so uniform and rapid
has been their development that al-
ready two facts are plainly revealed :
first, the State university is the latest
and noblest product of the saine
tendency in Anerican thought which
lias produced the common school;
secondly, through its novel and close
relation to the State, it has differen-
tiated a distinct organism and a dis-
tinct character which entitle it to be
regarded as the American type. If
we fix our eyes on the six or eight
foremost schools of the North-west,
whose development has been guided
mainly by the University of Michigan
-not forgetting that some of our best
institutions elsewhere, from Vermont
to the Carolinas, are State schools-
we shall see that the differentiation of
the State university has been deter-
mined by its peculiar relation to
society. Governed usually by a board
of iegents, whose members are either
appointed by the governor or elected
by popular vote, organized under the
laws of the State, often dependent on
the Legislature for present means of
support, it touches the general body
politic at every point, and its pulse
beats in sympathy under every influ-
ence which affects the commonwealth
for good or ill -George E. EHow'ard
i, te A 1iantic Monthly for Afarch.
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NOTES FOR TEACHERS.

" I OWE my first success in life to
my good handwriting."-Benjamin
Franklin.

AN ELECTRICAL INVENTIN.-A
very useful electrical invention, whicli
will tend to lessen the disastrous re-
sults from accidents in factories, is
being quite extensively adopted in
England. The breaking of a small
pane of glass, which is adjusted against
the wall of every room in the factory
or shop will at once stop the engine,
an electrical current being established
between the room and the engineer's
room, connecting with the engine's
throttle valve, shutting off the steam
in an instant. By this means the
engine was stopped at the mill in
New Wortly in a few seconds when a
girl had gotten her clothes entangled
in a upright shaft, and she was not
hurt.-Amateur Elecirician.

To THINK WITH His MIND.-
" Pedagogics is, first of all, the science
of translating yourself as a teacher in-
to your pupil's exact environment,
and putting yourself at his exact stage
of development, so that you will be
able to think with his mind, and so,
be able to experience in yourself the
embarrassments under which his strug-
gling little brain labours, and be able
to view yourown tuitional approaches
to him through his eyes. That is the
art of teaching. It is experience of
the truth, coupled with experience of
the pupil, who is trying to get at
the truth. I have in mind now a
little fellow who, at the age of eight,
was regarded by the rest of us boys as
being only about a quarter witted. It
vas the result of some infantile dis-

case. His father, whose nane is
kncwn almost everywhere in our

country as one of.the foremost among
educators, took personal charge of
his dear boy's education. We des-
pised the boy and pitied his father.
If the little fellow had been sent to a
common school he would probably
have been in the mad-house before
now. As it was, he ended by going
to Oxford and carrying off a prize.
That great strapping father, six feet
high, got clear over on to the inside
of the poor, pinched possibility of a
boy, and incarnation saved the little
chap. That was his genius as a
teacher, that he could, in the same
instance, be a great, wise, gifted man
and a puny, feeble-minded child. He
was'so great that he could get into a
small place without feeling cramped by
it. You must remember, though,
that he was the boy's father. Love
had something to do with it; a good
deal to do with it. No one can feel
another's condition as his own con-
dition unless love is enlisted. You
can imagine another's condition, you
can cipher out another's condition by
a process that has no heart in it, but
you cannot feel another's condition
except as you love that other."--Rev.
Dr. Parkhurst.

AN ENGINEER TAUGHT BY AN IN-
SECT.-It has been said that the
operations of the spider suggested the
arts of spinning and weaving to man.
That may be doubtful, but it is quite
certain that to a hint from an insect
was due the invention of a machine
instrumental in accomplishing one of
the most stupendous works of modern
times-the excavation of the Thames
tunnel. Mark Isambard Brunel, the
great engineer, was standing one day,
about three-quarters of a century ago,
in a ship-yard, watching the move-
ments of an animal known as the
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7eredo Narales-in English, the naval
wood worm-when a brilliant thought
suddenly occurred to him. He saw
that this creature bored its way into
the piece of wood upon which it was
operating, by means of a very extra-
ordinary mechanical, apparatus. Look-
ing at the animal attentively through
a microscope he found that it was
covered in front with a pair of valvular
shells ; that with its foot as a purchase,
it communicated a rotary motion and
a forward impulse to the valves which,
acting upon the wood like a gimlet,
penetrated its substance ; and that as
the particles of wood were loosened,

they passed through a fissure in the-
foot and thence through the body of
the borer to its mouth, where they
were expelled. " Here," said Brunel,
to himself, "is the sort of thing I
want. Can I reproduce it in an
artificial form ? " He forthwith set
to work, and the final result of his
labours, after many failures, was the
famous boring shield, with which the
Thames tunnel was excavated. This
story was told by Brunel himself, and
there is no reason to doubt its truth.
The keen observer can draw useful
lesson from the humblest of the works
of God.-New York Ledger.

PUBLIC OPINION.

THE GOLDEN CALF.-There is un-
doubtedly too much vulgar consider-
ation of the power of wealth. In
America, particularly in the United
States, the great millionaires attract
more attention than the great men
in statesmanship, science, literature
and art. We say nothing as to the
quality of such attention, referring
merely to its amount. In Talley-
rand's Memoirs, just published, there
is a remark to this effect, that the
love of money was great in America
when he visited it, and the admiration
for moneyed men was often coarsely
expressed. Whereupon the New
York Christian Adocate remarks :
" Is it any better now ? What states-
man, philanthropist or scholar would
attract so much attention as Jay
Gould?"-The Christian Guardian.

PURPOSES AND METHODS oF READ-
ING.-So many men have become
eminent notwithstanding the appar-
ent intellectual poverty of their sur-
roundings that it is interesting to en-

quire whether scarcity of books is
such an evil as it appears to be to
those who are accustomed to have
large libraries at their command. A
very little reflection serves to show
that it is not the amount that a man
reads so much as the depth of his
reading that counts toward his intel-
lectual development. It follows that
one who is really studious may gather
from a few good books more than
another from a whole library. The
boy with literary tastes restricted to a
few good books, reading them at
some sacrifice and obliged to study
them closely because he has nothing
else to turn to, becomes strong men-
tally. He has not merely read the
books, he bas assimilated the thoughts
he has found in them; they have be-
come a part of his mentality. It is
for this reason that men who have
apparently had few opportunities for
mental culture sometimes surprise the
world by their intellectual power if
not by their learning. The lesson
to those who have many books and
many sources of study is not hard to
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find. Literary studies should be
carried on deliberately, not with the
purpose of covering a great deal of
ground, but with the purpose of mak-
ing sure that everything possible is
known of that which has been gone
over. A liberal education in letters
might be obtained from a study of
the Bible alone. A very few books
by great masters would suffice to
make one familiar with all of the
principal forms of literary expression,
provided they were closely studied.
Reading in the ordinary sense, carried
on as is customary in our day, when
books are so plentiful, means a mere
skimming over the pages to gather
the story that is told or the principal
thoughts that may be expressed in
the essay or review. It ends where
study should begin. The poor boy
with only half a dozen cherished
volumes, who, with that small library,
" educated himself," was in fact forc-
ed to adopt the methods of reading
and study which are now approved
by those who have given most
thought to the subject. The real
student first reads his chosen book
mainly to get its story or thought,
and then, having the general subject
before him, re-reads it for purposes
of study and research, and he may re-
read it a dozen times before he has
so fully mastered its contents that he
may be said to have absorbed it. It
may be objected that such a system
of serious study would not permit the
reader to get through a tenth part of
the literature a well-read man is sup-
posed to have perused. That is true
to some extent but it is better to have
read a few good books and mastered
them than to have skimmed through
many scores of volumes and gathered
from them only a hazy memory
of the index lines. Moreover, a
little practice in real study makes one
proficient in intelligent reading, so
that it is not necessary to spend as
much time over the tenth volume of a

course as over the first to gather all
from it that one needs. The multi-
plication of books and other reading
matter is a real evil to those who can
not command their mental appetites.
It tempts them to discursive and
careless reading that at best can do
little more for them than furnish them
with amusement for the hour. On
the other hand, the multiplication of
books brought within the reach of all
is a great blessing to those who are
disposed to make a serious study of
them and who can resist the tempta-
tion to sacrifice thoroughness of study
to the gratification of their curiosity.
Where scores had an opportunity to
educate themselves by reading a cen-
tury or more ago, thousands now
have this opportunity, and, notwith-
standing the added temptations to
which the latter are subjected, more
succeed in reading intelligently, so as
to promote their mental growth, than
in the day when books were scarce.-
Baltimore Sun.

THE LOVE OF LEARNING.-In a
recent volume of " Addresses to
Girls," by the late headmaster of a
school at Clifton, England, the writer
says wisely that "intelligent industry
without the inducement to pri. es is a
far more precious and far more dur-
able habit than industry stimulated
by incessant competition." No girl
or boy can acquire anything at school
so valuable as the love of learning.
In regard to pesent educational
advantages, the author says : " Do
not imagine that any school education
is really as effective in the formation
of strong intellectual tastes and clear
judgment and ability as the self-edu-
cation which was won by the mothers
of some of you, by the women of my
generation and those before. The
advantage of our day is that educa-
tion is offered to a much larger num-
ber."
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GEOGRAPHY.

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY LINE.
-Since operations commenced last
October, 130 miles of track have been
laid, thus extending the line west to
Cut Bank, at the foot of the Rocky
Mountains. At present a large force
of men are at work erecting an im-
mense trestle bridge to span the River
Cut Bank. This bridge will be 1,246
feet long, f45 feet high and will re-
quire for its erection 1,350,ooo feet
of timber. It will be completed in
about two weeks more, and will, I
think, be the largest structure of its
kind on the continent. The country
through here is rolling prairie, for-'
merly the home of the buffalo, the
quondam existence of which animal,
and that too in large herds, is evidenc-
ed by the vast quantities of bleached
bones which strew the plains. fhis
State is now the paradise of the
ranchman and cow-boy. Immense
herds of cattle may be seen passing
here on their way to Chinook, from
which point they are shipped to the
markets of the East. There is a
large number of Indians in this vicin-
ity, mostly of the Cree tribe, renegades
from Canada during the recent Riel
rebellion. A little farther west we
enter the Stoney and Flathead reser-
vations. Fort Assiniboine, seven
miles west of here, is the military
headquarters for the North-West coun-
try. After passing the summit of
the Rockies we strike the Flathead
country, a region that is rich in
magnificent timber and well adapted
also for agricultural pursuits. The
trees of that land rise tall and straight,
in many cases to two hundred feet in
height, not a limb less than seventy-
five feet from the ground. In fact
they are regular giants of the forest.
-From a Correspondent ai Havre,
Montana, U.S.A.

THE PLANET MERCURY.-Schia
parelli, the Italian astronomer, who
has been studying Mercury says that
instead of turning on its axis once in
twenty-four hours it only turns once
during a revolurion around the sun,
In other words it always presents the
same face to the sun in the same
manner as our moon always presents
the same face to the earth. He has
found streaks on the planet running
in different directions ; in one place
they are shaped like a figure 5. There
are evidences of an atmosphere and
watery vapour floating in it, and
Schiaparelli believes he has seen
clouds there. It has generally been
thought that Mercury was not in-
habited, but owing to the presence of
water and air we cannot positively
affirm the absence of life. If one
lived on the sunward side of the globe
we should have perpetual day and of
course on the other side perpetual
night ; but it has a large libration and
longitude as it journeys around the
sun, and the result of this is to pro-
duce the same effect as if it rocked
to and fro on its axis to the extent of
24 on each side of the meridian line.
Consequently there are regions along
the eastern and western edges of the
sunward side of the planet that are
alternately brought into sunshine and
plunged back into darkness.-Te
School Jotrnal.

A RivER THAT FLOWS INLAND.-
There is an interesting instance of
water flowing inland from the sea. It
is found on the island of Cephalonia,
in the Ionian sea, west of Greece.
The phenomenon occurs on the
south-west side of the island near the
small town and port of Argostoli.
Tvo streams flow at a short distance
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from one another, straight from the
sea, for a few yards, and then follow
different courses. One turns at right
angles and runs for some ways
parallel with the shore and close to it.
Then it turns again toward the sea,
and running, of course, deeper and
deeper, doubles completely under it-
self, thus forming a loop, and finally
passes out of sight deep down in a
landward direction. Li its course it
turns two flour mills, which will give
an idea of the strength of the current.
There is no tide in the sea here, and
the flow ofthe salt water brook is per-
fectly steady and continuous. The
other stream disappears in the ground
in a similar way. This curious

phenomenon has not attracted much
attention because Argostoli is not on
one of the regular tourist routes. No
one knows what becomes of this
water, but it probably flows to some
subterranean reservoir, and it may
have something to do with the earth-
quakes that occur in that neighbour-
hood once in a long while, or, possi-
bly, it feeds some distant volcano, for,
as is well known, the most generally
accepted theory of the cause of vol-
canic eruptions is that they are
due to steam generated from water,
admitted through cracks in the
earth's crust, or in some other way.
-Goldthlwaite's Geographical Maga-
zine.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

IN MEMORIAM.

WILLIAM HENRY CORRY KERR, M.A.

M R. W. H. C. KERR was born
at Perth, Ontario, on the îoth

February, 1837, and educated at the
Grammar School there and at the
University of Toronto. He won
many prizes, and in the year 1859 he
graduated as classical gold medallist.
He then entered the law office of
Ross, Crawford & Crombie, but while
devoting himself to the study of law
he was careful to keep up his classics.
He was on several occasions co-
examiner in classics with the late Dr.
McCaul. After a short practice of
the legal profession in Toronto, Mr.
Kerr removed to Brantford in the
spring of 1863, and in August of the
same year he married Miss Annie
LeSueur, daughter of Mr. Peter Le-
Sueur, then of the Post Office Depart-
ment, and now Civil Service Com-
missioner, and sister of Mr. W. D.
LeSueur, the present Secretary of the
Post Office Department. After prac-
tising with much success in Brantford,

the sad death of two of his children
induced him to remove to this city,
where he has since resided, occupying
hirself with his professional duties,
but not neglecting his favourite study
of the classics, and taking an active
and public-spirited interest in public
affairs.

Mr. Kerr's chief literary work con-
sists of translations, especially of Eng-
lish verse into Greek and Latin, many
of which were contributed to THE
MoNTHLY, and other Canadian Jour-
nals. Our readers will remember
among these, " Onward Christian
Soldiers " ( Greek Version ), yuly-
August r874, and !'A New Testament
Idyll in New Testament Greek "
April, £890. It was Mr. Kerr's in-
tention to issue these translations in
book form, and this intention, we are
glad to learn, is still to be carried out.

His profession, his church, and the
city have suffered no slight loss by the
removal of Mr. Kerr, while the
loss to his friends and his family
is unspeakably great. His amiability
of disposition, wide culture, and kind
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liberality were known to all who came
in contact with him, and his memory
will be fragrant in many hearts.

dEîrre Xptn-oîj -raS.

REPORT OF THE MINISTER OF
EDUCATION FOR THE YEAR 1890

WITH THE STATISTICS OF 1889.IF the increase in the size of this Re-
port were a fair indication of the

progress of education in the country,
that progress would be very great in-
deed. The Report for 1888 con-
tained 238 pages, that for 1889 had
328 pages, while the bulky volume
before us comprises 437 pages. It
needs but a cursory glance through
its pages to see that the improvement
in educational matters is much more
moderate than the increase in the
size of the Report would indicate. In
1889 there svere 86,515 pupils be-
tween the ages of seven and thirteen
who did not attend the required one
hundred days during the year though
they were entered on the registers.
This number is seventeen per cent. of
the whole attendance counting the
ages, not from seven to thirteen, but
from five to twenty-one. In addition
to this there were 6,132 children be-
tween seven and thirteen years of age
who did not attend any school what-
ever during the year. When we con-
sider that the total expenditure for
all educational purposes in 1889 was
$5,145,37o it is evidently not the
fault of those who supply the money
that all the children of the country
are not made tu participate in the
advantages of our excellent system of
education. It is to be hoped that
Mr. Ross will take advantage of the
present opportunity, when the new
education bill is before the house, to
make the compulsory clauses more
operative than they are at present, for
it is not pleasant to contemplate
passing another five years under such
defective legislation.

STATISTICS OF PUBLIC SCHooLS -
ATTENDANCE.

The total number of pupils enrolled
was 468,025, average attendance 235,-
790, per centage of average attend-
ance 51. The number in regular
attendance has been gradually in-
creasing. In 1879 the average atten-
ance was 45 per cent. of the register-
ed attendance, in 1888 it was 50 per
cent. and in 1889 it was 51 per cent.
The attendance is always worst in the
counties and best in the cities. In
the counties the percentage was 47,
in the towns 6o and in the cities 64.
The county of Waterloo, not for the
first time, boasts the highest average,
57 per cent. Pembroke has 72 per
cent. which is the highest for any
town, and Hamilton with a percentage
of 74 stands first in the province
among the cities.

TEACHERS.

The total number of teachers em-
ployed in 1889 was 7,421 consisting
of 2,658 males, and 4,763 females.
The number of the latter bas been
gradually increasing, while that of the
former has been diminishing. In
1879 the numbers stood, males 3,153,
females 3,443. The truth is that the
pittance paid as a salary is not suffi-
cient, not only to induce men to re-
main in the profession, but it actually
deters them from entering it, as they
can get better pay for their labour in
other employments. Of the total num-
ber of teachers, 3,920, or over one-half,
had only third class certificates, while
there were only 247 with first class
certificates. There were ten counties
in the province without any teachers
vith first class provincial certificates.

These counties are Dufferin, Elgin,
Essex, Frontenac, Grey, Haliburton,
Lanark, Prince Edward, Stormont,
and Welland. We cannot tell wheth-
er there are any cities and towns in
the same backward condition or not,
as no statistics are given for these ex-
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cept in the aggregate. There is one
bright feature in these returns that Mr.
Ross must be credited with and that
is the decrease in the number of
"ternporary" and "other certificates."
These he has managed to reduce to
318 according to the returns for 1889,
and on page 153 we find that he has
managed to authorize 16 less in 1890
than in 1889. Bulky as this report
is we have searched in vain for any
statement of the average number of
pupils to each teacher in the public
schools, so we must calculate it for
ourselves. Basing our calculation on
the average attendance the average
number of pupils to each teacher in
the province was 32, in the counties
29, ir cities and in towns 43.

SALARIES.

Since 1885 the average salary of
male teachers in the province has de-
creased from $427 to $421, that of
female teachers has increased from
$281 to $296. The decrease in the
salaries of male teachers has been
almost altogether in the counties
where he salary fell from $405 in
I885, to $389 in 1889. The cities
show the nost satisfactory results,
the average salary of the male teacher
rising from $776 to $87o, and that of
the female teacher from $359 to $389
in the same years.

SCHOOL HOUSES.

The 7, i teachers do their work
in 5,434 school houses. Hence by
far the larger number of schools have
only one teacher each, and are un-
graded. The log school house with
its pleasant memories and associations
is gradually disappearing, there being
but 501 left to grace the landscape
out of 1,466 in 1850. It is being re-
placed by a frame building, or one of
brick and mortar. Of the former
there are 2,351, of the latter 2,060
while there are 522 stone buildings.

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE.

The total receipts were $4,583,757.
The total expenditure was $3,954,075.
Of this expenditure about 61r per
cent. went for teachers' salaries. Of
the receipts the Legislative Grant for
teachers' salaries amounted to $258,-
883 or 5.64 per cent. of the whole, the
remainder coming from Municipal
Assessments, Clergy Reserves Fund,
etc. The Legislative Grant amounts
to about $35 per teacher, while that
to High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes amounts to $229 per teacher.
Is it not just possible that the Legis-
lature is paying too little attention,
and giving too little support, to the
elementary education of the country?
One question that each legislator
should ask himself is this : Is the
training given in the Public School
worth to the country only one-sixth
of that given in the High School ?
The cost per pupil in average attend-
ance was for the province $17, for
counties $15, for towns $16, for cities
$24.

STATISTICS OF ROMAN CATHOLIC SEPA-
RATE sCHOoLS.

Total number of pupils in registered
attendance 32,790, average attend-
ance 18,153 ; this gives a percentage
of average attendance of 56, which is
five per cent. higher than that of
public school attendance. The num-
ber of teachers was 546 ; this gives 6o
in registered attendance, and 33 in
average attendance to each teacher.
The total receipts were $267,304, the
total expenditure was $2:44,440. The
Legislative Grant amounted to $17,-
421, which was at the rate of about
$32 per teacher. The cost per pupil
in registered attendance was $7.45,
in average attendance a little over
$13. No comparison can be made
between the expense of the public
and separate schools as many teachers
in the latter belong to religious coni-
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munities, and get mere nominal
salaries.

STATISTICS OF HIGH SCHOOLS AND

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTES.

The total registered attendance of
High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes was 18,642, the average attend-
ance was 10,798, and the percentage
of average attendance was 58, a de-
crease of one per cent. as compared
with 1888. Newburgh High School
had by far the best average attend-
ance, showing a regular average
attendance of 39 out of 44 pupils, or
88 per cent. No other school ap-
proaches this, the nearest being 71
per cent. gained by Clinton Collegiate
Institute, and Port Hope, Smith's
Falls and Trenton High Schools.
There are 120 schools to accommo-
date these pupils, and in them are
employed 427 teachers. The total
receipts amounted to $703,o42, of
this $97,944 was made up of the
Legislative Grant for teachers' salaries,
this as we have seen was at the rate
of $229 per teacher. The Legislative
Grani to these schools is 13.9 per
cent. of the whole receipts, while the
grant to Public Schools is but 5.6 of
the whole receipts. These are facts
which are quite worthy the at-
tention of our legislators with the
view of granting more liberal aid
to our Public Schools. The total
expenditure was $645,338, of this
amount $37.6,878 or 58 per cent. was
spent on teachers' salaries; dividing 1
this amount by the number of teach-
ers we get $883 as the average salary
of High School teachers in the pro.
vince ; $327 was the average salary of
Public School teachers for the same
year. The cost per pupil in registered
attendance was $34.61; in average
attendance it was $6o. Altogether
the High School and Collegiate Insti-
tutes are in a prosperous condition,
and, we have reason to believe, are
doing better work than they ever did,

COUNTY MODEL SCHOOLS.

Mr. Tilley, the Inspector of County
Model Schools, precedes his statistical
report with some remarks on the con-
dition of these schools and sugges-
tions for their improvement which
show him to be in touch with the
most advanced educational though t
of the country. It would be a happy
thing for the country if Mr. Ross
would adopt some of the recommend-
ations which Mr. Tilley makes, and
which he supports by cogent reasons.
He recommends, for example, that
the Model School term for students
in training be materially lengthened.
He recommends an improvement in
the appointment of teachers to these
schools to whom higher salaries should
be paid. He recommends that the
professional certificates of the third
class granted to the students of these
schools should be valid for Sive years
instead of three but should be limited
to the county in which they are issued.
In 1890, of the 1,293 students in
training 1,228 passed the final examin-
ation and obtained certîficates to
teach. This was 95 per cent. of the
whole. Yet in the literarv examin-
ation which preceded their entrance
as students in training in the Model
Schools only 43 per cent. managed
to pass. If the tests of efficiency to
act as teachers were the same as those
for proficiency in literary attainments
we would have no reasonable ground
on which to object to the difference
in these percentages, but inasmuch
as the qualities of a successful teacher
are so different from those of a suc-
cessful scholar that a separate ex-
amination is needed for each we must
regard the difference in the results of
the two examinations as anomalous.
The same remarks will apply in a
modified degree to the professional
examination of second class teachers
for professional certificates after com-
pleting their Normal School course.
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In 1890, 411 students attended both
Normal Schools and 379 passed suc-
cessfully; this is about 92 per cent.

THE CAMBRIDGE DAY TRAINING
COLLEGE.

T HE proposal to found a Day
Training College in connection

with the University of Cambridge
was agreed to on the 12th March,
1891. The Teachers Training Syn-
dicate of the University of Cambridge
will have the new college in active
operation next October. The Cam-
bridge scheme provides that the head
master of one of the town schools
shall be engaged as Normal master,
and that the Professor of Education
in the University will deliver the lec-
tures on Education. This scheme
brings the public elementary schools
into direct connection with the uni-
versities. In this we rejoice ; for the
well-being of the people, for the pros-
perity of the country we must have
the very best men in charge of the
public schools. One feature of the

best public school teaclier is that he
has the highest academic standing.
In Scotland, although many teachers
have to pass their lives in imparting
the elements of education to pupils in
some of the almost inaccessible and
nearly unknown corners of that far-
famed land, it is not deemed pos-
sible to over-educate such teachers.
May Canada be blessed by having
teachers of the same spirit in her
schools.

A SONG.
To sleep! to sleep! The long bright day is

done,
And darkness rises from the fallen sun.

To sleep ! to sleep !

Whate'er thy joys, they vanish with the day;
Whate'er thy griefs, in sleep they fade away.

To sleep 1 to sleep

Sleep, mournful heart, and let the past be
past !

Sleep, happy soul! Ail life will sleep at last.
To sleep ! to sleep !

- Tennyson in Thie New Rý'eview.

SCHOOL WORK.

CLASSICS.
1. Fi.ErcHER, B.A.,'Toronto, M.A., Oxon., Editor

QUESTIONS ON CESAR, 1300K I.

13V H. 1. STRANG, M.A.

i. Translate into good, idiomatic English,
chap. 16 :" Interi... . . . accutsat."

(a) Flaeitare. What is peculiar in the use
of this infinitive? Point out a similar in-
stance in the passage.

(b) Septentrionibus. Name the other three

points of the compass in Latin.
(c) Compare matura, minus, and diutius.
(d) Intellexit. What other compounds of

lego form their perfect this way ?

(e) Metiri oporteret. Ilow often was thib
done ?

(f) Convocatis principibus. What other
construction could be used.

(g) Point out anything peculiar in the
form or use of magistratu, annuus.

(h) Polliciti essent. "Account for the use of
the subjunctive.

(i) Point out in the passage examples of
verbs governing (i) two accusatives, (2) An
ablative.

(j) Ne pabuli quidem. What caution as
to the order of these words ?

2. Translate chap. 25: GCesar..

ugnare.
(a) Par se suo, cohortatus, impe<znmento.
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(b) Account for each of the ablatives in the
ast sentence.

(c) Give the principal parts of toleret, de.
stricis, perfregerunt, evellere.

(d) Account for each instance of the sub-
junctive.

(e) factato. What kind of verb ? Why
so called, and how formed?

(/) Loco superiore. Decline the plural.
(g) Mark the penult of removet, commode,

impedita, colligat.

3. Translate chap. 31: Quibus
teneretur.

(a) Construction of frartos, hospitio,
Romam.

(b) Mention any peculiarity in regard to
inflection or meaning of jurejurando, liberos,
auxilium, solus.

(c) Auxilium postulatum. Give two equi-
valent constructions.

(d) Change the second sentence to Oratio
recta.

(e) Quibus proeliis. Decline the singular.
(/) Fractos. Write the 3rd singular of

each tense of the indicative and subjunctive
active.

4. Translate chap. 40: Sibi quidem
sublevarent, turning it into direct narrative.

(a) Sibi. Why not se?
(b) Pulsis. Name the two victories al-

luded to.
(c) Servile tumultu. Explain what is

referred to. When is the penult of adjectives
in ilis long, and when short ?

(d) Explain the construction of quos and
aliquid, and point out any grammatical
peculiarity in the use of quos.

(e) Compare and derive nuper.

() Furore, diligentia, exercitus, aequitate,
imperator. Explain how these nouns are
formed, and give similar instances in each
case.

5. Translate chap. 46 : Nam etsi
injectum est.

(a) Fore. What other verb forms of the
same origin ?

(b) Pulsis hostibus. Give different ways
of translating this.

(c) Eguitatus, equites. Mention any differ-
ence in the use of these words.

ucational Monthly

(d) Legionis delectae. Explain the refer.
ence.

(e) Vulgus. Mention the chief gender
exceptions in the 2nd declension.

(f) Elatum est. Inflect the present indi.
cative active and passive.

6. Translate idiomatically:
(a) " Demonstrant sibi præter agri solum

nihil esse reliqui."
(b) "Mittunt legatos, qui dicerent, sibi

esse in animo iter per Provinciam facere;
rogare, ut ejus voluntate id sibi facere liceat."

(c) " Quod si quid ei a Cæsare gravius
accidisset, cum ipse eum locum amicitiae
apud eum teneret, neminem existimaturum
non sua voluntate factum ; qua ex re futurum,
uti totius Galliae animi a se averterentur."

7. Translate into Latin:
(a) Leaving these two cohorts and a few

horsemen to defend the baggage, he followed
the Gauls all night with the rest of the army.

(b) After advancing about twelve miles
through the woods we were informed by one
of the scouts whom we had sent forward that
the Germans had encamped near the river
Rhine.

(c) Fearing that they might attack the
camp in the absence of the consul we set out
the same night with all the forces we had
with us.

(d) Alarmed by the approach of the Roman
legions, the chiefs of these states, having con-
ferred with one another, sent ambassadors to
Cæsar to promise to give hostages if he would
make peace with them.

MODERN LANGUAGES.
{ H.I. STRANG, B.A., Goderich.Editors W. H. FRASER, B.A., Toronto.

EXERCISES IN ENGLISH.

i. Combine each of the following pairs of
sentences, first into a compound, and then
into a complex sentence :

(a) The workman was called. He did
not hear.

(b) le missed his lesson. The master
kept him in.

(c) Do it now. You vill fgrget about it.
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(d) It may take me some time. I intend
to finish it.

(e) He would not let me have it. I wanted
it very much.

2. Contract the following into simple
sentences:

(a) When we reminded him of his promise
he got quite angry.

(b) He tried it several times and then
handed it back ta her.

(c) How can he do it, if he has neither
capital nor credit?

(d) The gentlemen who have been ap-
pointed to audit the books will attend to that.

(e) The following is said to be a test which
never fails.

(/) The incident occurred when I was a
boy.

3. Combine the following sentences into
not more than four :

Xenophon had two sons. The elder was
named Gryllus. Gryllus fell in battle at
Mantinea. Xenophon heard of his death.
He was offering sacrifice to the gods at the
time. He did not think it right ta stop the
ceremony. He merely laid down the crown.
He asked the manner of his son's death.
He had died fighting very bravely. Xeno-
phon was told this. He replaced the crown
on his head. He felt pain at his son's death.
He felt greater pleasure from his valour.
He called the gods to witness the fact.

4. Change ta indirect narrative:
(a) Turning ta the bystanders he said:

"Why do ye delay ? Leave me ta the fate
which you can not avert. I value your sym-
pathy, but I do not feel justified in asking
you to risk your lives in the vain hope of
saving mine."

5. Change ta direct narrative:
He asked the citizens if they thought he

could ever fail ta remember the favours he
had received at their hands. They might
depend upon it he would do his best ta de-
serve success, even if he could not attain it ;
and they should have no cause ta regret the
kindness they had shown him during his
stay among them.

6. Criticize and improve the following
sentences:
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(a) He wasn't a man whom any one would
have thought would have done such a thing.

(b) I don't know as I will be able ta finish
it before dark.

(c) Neither you nor no other boy can prove
that it was me that done it.

(d) He carried it all the way, without
hardly spilling a drap.

(e) He asked leave ta set up a mark like
they used to shoot at.

(f) After having done this, and not wish-
ing ta be known, he disappeared from the
ground.

(g) He told the knight about his adven -
tures on his return who was very much sur-
prised, etc.

(A) He looked kind of surprised when I
told him that there was over twenty applica-
tions for it.

(i) Locksley told Hubert he could have hit
the prize just as easy as he did if he had tried.

(j) In this paper I shall only attempt ta
deal with the first of these cases.

CLASS-ROOM.

EAST MIDDLESEX PROMOTION AND RE-
VIEW EXAMINATION, APRIL z89z.

GRAMMAR-3RD TO 4TH CLASS.

Time 2i Hours.

LIMIT OF WORK.-The sentence clause
and phrase. Classification of parts of speech.
Inflections of nouns and pronouns. Analysis
and parsing. (The first twenty-nine lessons
of the authorized text-book.)

Maximum 91 ; count go marks a full paper;
23 minimum ta pass.

i. Analyze:
And all the trees on all the hills
Open their thousand eaves.
Silently down from the mountain's crown
The great procession swept.
Perchance the lion stalking
Still shuns that hallowed spot.
Where lights like glories fall.
And his uncoffined clay
Shall stand with glory wrapped around
On the hills. [16]
2. Change the number of all nouns and

pronouns making all other necessary changes
in:
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The chief's eye flashed ; but presently
Softened itself, as sheathes

A film the mother eagle's eye
When her bruised eaglet breathes. [12]

3. Explain the diflerence in :
(a) The boy's rooms were furni2hed.
(b) The boys' rooms were furnished. [4]
4. " In the sane way the beautiful asters

of our woods with their flowers of yellow or

purplish disks, and lovely rays of white or
purple, let their little fruits fly away from
their heads as soon as ripe and dry."

Write in columns the words in the above

extract whose function it is:
(a) To name. (b) To assert. (c) To take

the place of names. (d) To link statements
or words. (e) To change meaning of nouns.
(/) To modify meaning of verbs. [31]

A word is not to be repeated in the samd

column.
5. Correct
(a) Willie seen his brother acting very

bad. [6'
(b) Twin Brother's hop yeast sold here. [3]
(c) Wasn't you and him in the third class

before me ? [6]
(d) Them's mine ; here's your's. [6]
(e) Let him and me see which can add the

fastest. [6]

GEOGRAPIIV-3RD TO 4TH CLASS.

7ime 2 hours.
LIMIT OF WORK.-Definitions continued;

first, accurate knowledge, then the memoriz-
ing of the definition. The great countries,
large cities and most prominent physical
features on the Map of the World. Maps of
the cnuny, of the Province of Ontario, of
Canada and America. Map drawing. Mot-
ions of the earth, seasons, zones.

Maximum 116 ; count 8o marks a full
paper ; 20 minimum to paSs.

r. Draw an outline map of the county,

marking the townships and one railway line

running from east to west. [14]
(2) Draw an outline map :
(a) Marking and connecting Lake Super-

ior, Michigan, Huron, Georgian Bay, St.

Clair, Erie,Ontario, River St. Lawrence. [12]

(b) Location Goderich, London, Port

Stanley, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal,
Quebec City. [71

3. (a) Define a peninsula ; name and

locate two examples in America. [4]
(b) Define a cape ; locate two examples

in Africa. [4]
(c) Define a river basin ; name two in

Europe and the countries wholly or partly

contained in them. [6]

4. Two ships M and S sailed from San

Francisco to Melbourne, Australia ; M kept

sailing south and west, S south and east.

Trace the route of each telling through what

waters and past what bodies of land they

sailed. [12]
5. Give the exact position of the Bay of

Fundy, the Peace River Valley, the Behring

Sea, the Isthmus of Panama, Wales, Sicily,

the Congo Basin, Persia, and Chili. [15]

6. In Patagonia, Australia and Cape

Colony it is warmer in February than in

July. Why? [6]

7. Briefly sketch the possible history of

the pine lumber and nails used in building

this school-house, telling where the " raw

material" of each may have been found and

the course it has since passed through. [r2]
8. Newfoundland: Where situated. Its

capital. Government. Chief natural pro-

ducts. Why receiving so much attention in

the newspapers at present. [15]
9. Define and give example of: canal,

tunnel, dyke. [9]

DRAWING-3RD TO 4TH CLASS.

Time ii Hours.

Maximum 8o marks ; count 6o marks a full

paper ; 12 minimum to pass.

i. Make a drawing of a gate showing the

two posts. (Memory drawing.) [1o]

2. Draw an original design using only two

curved lines,- -construction lines may be

straight. [1o)

3. (a) Trace a square* two inches to the

side. (b) Trace diameters and diagonals.

(c) Bisect each semi-side. (d) From the

points of bisection trace lines (four) parallel

to the diagonals. (e) Bisect the semi-di-

ameters. (f) Join the points of bisection.

(g) Join the ends of the diameters. (h)

Strengthen (f) and (g) and the parts of (d)
outside of (g) and the corners of (a). [22]
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" MAIDENS Choosing " is the latest novel
in the Lippincott, absorbing almost all the
available space. The other articles though
by necessity extreumely short are interesting.

The books are fairly and skilfully reviewed
at the end.

TH E Overland Magazine for April received.
The illustrated article on " Dairying in Cali-
fornia" appears in this number. " The Sher-
man of Early Days " and " Patriotism and
School Education " are two of the more im-
portant articles.

THE author whose picture appears in the
last issue of the Book-buyer is Miss Mary E.
Wilkins. Her success in literature has beený
marked. A short sketch of b- life is given.
Among the books noticed are Black's " Stand
Fast, Craig Royston!" The letters are, as
always, interesting.

THE great sea novelist Clark Russel has
a story appearing in the London Illustrated
News. It is announced that J. M. Barrie
will contribute a serial towards the end of
the year. Grant Allen discourses in a
characteristic way on spring. Grasse is
made familiar to English people by ntumerous
illustrations.

" MORAL Education " by Larkin Dunton
is the opening article in the March Education.
It is of the greatest importance to teachers.
"The Relation of the College and Univer-
sity to the Community " is ably discussed by
Pres. Thwing. The second historical paper
on " Pestalozzi " and "Manual Training " are
included in the issue.

"HARROW School," byDr. Butler, appears
in the April English Illustrated Magazine.
It is a great pleasure to those on our side of
the sea to be able to visit thus historical
places. Italian girlhood is discussed in the
present number. Crawford's story " The
Witch of Prague " is continued. We can-
not but regret the style in which the page is
printed. The long line makes toilsome
reading.

" LING Ching Ting," the opium eater, an
extract from a tract by Dr. Baldwin is printed
in the April Missionary Review of the World.
"London papers and India's women " is an
able article on the question at present agitat-
ing England. Other interesting papers are
" A Jesuit Mission in India " and " Why
Missions are Modern."

An Historical Geography of the British
Colonies. Vol. Il. By C. P. Lucas, of Bal-
liol College. and the Colonial Office. 7s. 6d.
(Oxford : At the Claiendon Press.) We
bave no unfavourable criticism co make of this
work. Our only wish is Oliver Twist's
-" More,"-and it is ungracious to express
it now, with a new volume of no inconsider-
able bulk, just issued, before us, çwhich is
really the third of the series (the first being
termed an introductory volume). Mr. Lucas
shows a great knowledge of his subject and an
industry and skill which modesty alone makes
us to hesitate to praise. He has availed
himself of the special local knowledge of
other gentlemen. The present volume is de-
voted to the West Indies and maps, tables,
an index, etc., add to its value.

A New History of England and Great
Britain. By Prof. Meiklejohn. (St. An-
drew's: A. M. Holden.) We have long
desired to find a history suitable for use in the
upper forms of Public Schools, and in High
Schools and Collegiate Institutes, that really
might, with propriety, be termed a history
and not an apology for one. This is some-
thing like a history. There are a dozen
features of interest and valuc which char-
acterize it, and we can unhesitatingly say that
it is, on the whole, the best we have yet
read. We hope to see it some day in our
schools. Social history, genealogy, dates,
great persons, historical terms, great events
in other countries, etc., receive a share of
attention, in fact, one is seruck with the
completeness of the work and with its ad-
mirable tone. It has already reached a
third edition.

The Canada Educational Monthly.

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.
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Classicsfor Children: Irving's Alhambra.
Soc. (Boston: Ginn & Co.)

Heath's Modern Language Series. Sand-
eau's Mademoiselle de La Seiglière. Edited
by F. M. Warren, Ph. D. (Boston : D. C.
Heath & Co.) This pleasing comedy, well
edited, with a sketch of the author's life and
numerous English notes, is a good number of
the Modern Language Series.

The ExplanatoryPoeticalReader. Edited
by W. Moffatt. (London: Moffatt & Paige.)
This is the thirty-fourth edition of the Poeti-
cal Reader. It is well worthy of its popular-
itj, for the poems are familiar, suitable for
children, elevated in sentiment, and nearly
ail by cliassical English authors.

Gay's Business Book-keeping. By J. E.
Gay of the Malden High School. (Boston:
Ginn & Co.) 75c.-Few text-books on this
subject will bear comparison with this. It
is a plain, sensible, really useful and practical
method of teaching book-keeping by single
entry. The press work is all that could be
desired.

The Cambridge Bible for Schools and Col-
leges. General Editor, the Bishop of Wor.
chester.

The Psalms. Edited by A. F. Kirkpatrick,
B.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew. (Lam-
bridge: At the University Press).

No volume of the Cambridge Bible will
be received with more interest and pleasure
than this, the first on the Psalms. The text
is Psalms I.-XLI. and the profound scholar.
ship and critical insight which mark other
volumes of the series are strongly evident
here. But there are passages both in introduc-
tion and notes, e.g., on "The Messianic
Hope" and " Some points in Theology," etc.,
and quotations of noble words irom Hooker,
Dean Church and others of which many
readers will be glad and which wilI make
the volume acceptable to Bible students.

School Sermons. By A. W. Potts, LL.D.
(Edinburgh and London: William Black-
wood & Sons.) The first Headmaster of
Fettes College was a great gift to the com-
iunity in which he dwelt. Many lives are bet-
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ter by the influence ofhislife and example, and
while to them this volume will be a treasure,
there are many others who will prize it and
read it with interest and profit. There is a
memoir and a portrait of Dr. Potts given
and we observe that the profits of the sale of
the work are, at his special request, to be
devoted to the founding of a divinity prize
at Fettes. The sermons themselves are
marked by nobility of thought and expression,
and strength and intensity of conviction. We
know of no better book of the kind.

Maxwell's English Course: Advanced Les.
sons in English Grammar. By W. H.
Maxwell. (New York : American Book
Co.) 6oc. -Grammars are drearier and
harder to understand than most other text
books. But this is an exception. Speaking
generally, it possesses the merits of accuracy,
simplicity, clearness, and completeness. The
examples, instead of being stupid sentences,
are frequently quotations from standard
authors. We have pleasure in commending
the work to the attention of teachers.

Appleton's School Physics. (New York:
American Book Co.) $i.20.-This is with-
out doubt a valuable and important book.
The aim of the editors has been to produce a
text-book thoroughly in accord with know-
ledge and recent discovery in natural phil-
osophy, approved laboratory methods, and
the principles of the science of teaching.
The literary editor is Prof. Quackenbos, of
Columbia, and the different sections of the
various departments of physics have been
prepared and edited by Prof. Holman of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Prof.
Nipher, of Washington University; Prof.
Mayor, of the Stevens Institute; and Pro'f.
Crocker, of Columbia, respectively. We re-
gret that space does not allow us to write
more fully of the merits of the work, but our
readers will doubtless find out for themselves
that it is a satisfactory text-book with many
excellent features and few, if any, disadvan-
tages.

Twelve English Statesmen.-Peel. By J.
R. Thursfield. 2s. 6d. (London: Mac-
millan & Co., and New York.) Great
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powers and great achievements belonged to
this English Statesman : his wonderful
capacity for affairs, his foresight, his manage-
ment of men, his control of policies have
rarely been equalled. This biography will
fill no mean place inasmuch as it is in style
interesting and thoughtful and at once real
and readable. It is indeed, like the other
volumes, a model biography, giving a clear
and true picture of the man, his times and
his work.

Good Living. A Practical Cookery Book
for town and country. By Sarah Van Buren
Brugière. (New York: G. P. Putnam s Sons.)
$2.25. Taste and skill in more than one
line are displayed in " Good Living," which
is one of the best cookery books we have
seen. The recipes are numerous and evi-
dentlv gathered from the lore of different
nations. Each recipe is preceded by a table
of materials and there are other tables given,
notably one as to the time required for meats,
vegetables, etc., to cook properly. The book
abnunds in useful hints and suggestions and
is altogether an aimirable one.

TEACHERS' BUREAU.

For one dollar we will supply all our
members with the EDUCATIONAL MONTHLY

for one year, and any one of the following
publications :-

Dictionary of Derivations.
Dictionary of Synonyms.
National Pronouncing Dictionary.
Dowden's Shakespeare Primer.
Houston's oo Lessons in English Com-

position.
Strang's Exercises in False Syntax.
Strang's English Composition.
Slips of Pen and Tongue. By J. H.

Long, LL.D.
Brief History of England.
Creighton's Rome Primer.
Jeffers's History of Canada (Primer).
Topical History, by -lunter.
White's Practical Problems in Arith-

metic.
Remember it costs only one dollar to be-

corne a life member of the Bureau.

Address-TEACHERS' BUREAU, 120
Yonge St. Toronto Ont.

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT.

The best educational journal is the teach-
er's friend.

Renew your subscriptions. Subscribers in
arrears are respectfully requested to remit
the amount at once.

Notify us at once of any change of ad-
dress, giving the old address as well as the
new.

Accounts will be rendered from time to
time, and prompt payment of the same will
be expected. Specimen copies sent free
from this office to any address.

Our readers will observe that special at-
tention is given to examination papers in this
pagazine ; in many cases hints and solutions

are added. We hope subscribers and others
will show in a practical way their apprecia-
tion of the valuable work done by the edi-
tors of the different departments of THE

MONTHLY.

We are grateful to the friends of THE
MONTHLY who have, from many different
places, sent us letters of approval and en-
couragement, and request their kind assist-
ance in getting new subscribers for 1891.

The Editor will always be glad to receive
original contributions, especially from those
engaged in the work of teaching.

Bound copies of this magazine in cloth
may be had from Williamson & Co., or from
James Bain & Son, King Street, Toronto
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